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HOMEWRIGHT

16Dect Railing
Does your deck lack character
and grace? Have a look at this
railing design and you may find
inspiration for your own deck
renewal project.

22neptacement Window
Out with the old, and in with
the new You'll hardly break a
sweat installing custom-made
replacement windows.

WeexEND PROJECT

2SRoroCovered Trellis
Accent your back Yard with a
handsome trellis and a colorful
climbing plant. Although its
constructed mostly of cedar,
copper rungs give this trellis
extapizzazz.

WOOOWORKING

S8u"i.toom crib
When a baby is on the way to
yourfamfu, you knowthat
building a crib is in your fufire.
Our timeless design features
gates that drop on both sides and
simplifi ed mortising techniques.

WonxsHoP
46 Su."-footed Sawhorse

Forget about those flimsy metal
sawhorse brackets. Build our
knockdown sawhorse and
you'll enjoy a lifetime of
sturdy support.

A new railing may build character into your old deck, page 16.

New windows in an old house, Page 22.

Building a crib for all time, page 38. K-D sawhorse, page 46.
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Q&A

6 Wh"r"'s The Heat?
Carpet may be the problem.

Snop Trps
1O otiU Press Alignment

Easy jig solves the problem fast.

Oven Tne Feruce
14Sp""e Age Insulator

NASA develops a ne\M material.

MRNUTnCTURING

25Wi"dow Plant Tbur
A peek at how windows are made.

MnrenlRLs
33 outaoor Glues

More options than you may know.

TecnNIQUES

36t"ving Out an Arc
Varied tools fulfiII a basic need.

NEw Tools
5oLo*-e"gle Plane

A hand tool for your finest work.

Hor.rE Pnooucrs
54n"rign Your Home

A kit for deit-yourself designers.

CnaTTSMANSHIP

O4lnruBoring unplugged Designyour dream home, page 54. Iockset hole boring tool, page 64. i

A high-tech material may revolutionize home designs of the future, page 14.

IjeNielsen block plane, page 50. Baseboard heat solution, page 6.

Drilling lockset holes without juice.
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It's Summer! \{roRKBEMI
Don't you just love strapping
on your tool belt? It gives me
such a different feeling from
being in my shop. My atten-
tion turns from precise join-
erv and carefullv selected
hardwoods, to rough toe-
nailing and2xlumber.

I guess it s a kind of
confidence builder.
The heft of the ham-
mer and a pouch fulI
of nails fill me with
purpose, like I
could create
new buildings,
even cities if I
wanted to. Or at
least a deck or
backyard fence.

Don't get me wrong, I
love the woodshop, too.
But being out in the sun driving
nails and cutting up framing lumber is
just another kind of fun.

This lssue
Speaking of having fun with a tool belt,
this issue brings you three projects
that take full advantage of the warm
summer weather.

First, we've breathed new life into a
pretty drab old deck at the Workbench
house. By adding a custom railing, this
plafform has been transformed from
an eyesore into an inviting rest area
(page 16). This project also offers a
unique approach - most of the time
inadequate decks are just torn down
and a new one is constructed. That's
expensive, wasteful, and often unnec-
essary. Our preference was to work
with what we've got - just like most of
you have to do with your home
improvement projects.

To complement the refurbished
deck, we built a decorative trellis (page
28). Ifs a great weekend project that
can be built using just portable tools. I
recommend getting all the materials

ready during the week, then rising
early Saturday morning to start build-
ing. You'll have a completed trellis by
suppertime. And if you're really
ambitious, you may want to make
yourself a pair of sawhorses (page
46) before you get to the trellis.

Our third outdoor project
addresses a chore every
owner of an older home
faces eventually - replacing
a window (page 22). New
windows can be ordered to
fit your old window open-
ings, and they're a cinch to
install. They also offer vasfly

improved insulation
qualities, and are much

easier to operate.

The Covohy Arrives
Preparing the last few

issues of Workbench has
been a terrific experience, but
I sure am glad to be getting

some help. I have two new
faces to introduce. Bill IaHav

has joined the editorial staff. He
comes to us with an extensive

background in woodworking,
home improvement, and journal-

ism. Coming on board as Assistant
Editor is Dave Stone. Dave was the
customer service answer man for
Woodsmith@ and ShopNofes@ maga-
zines (our sister publications), so he
knows his stuff. He also has one black
fingernail from a hammer blow it took
a few weeks ago. This surely is a sign
that he is one of us.
Welcome
aboard, Bill
and Dave.
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Questions &Ans\Mers
Carpet May Affect Baseboard Heating

lmproperly installed
carpet restricts airflow.

Proper )
installation -

We had wall-to-toall carPeting
installed in our family room to

make it warmer, but the room actually
seemed colder this past winter! The hot
water baseboard units felt warm, but the
heat didn't seem to moue. What giaes?

George Keller
Fort Wayne, IN

There are several things you
should check, but the prime

suspect is faulty carpet installation.
To understand how carpeting can
affect heating efficiency, let's look at
how your baseboard heater works.

The system relies on convection,
the natural movement of air at differ-
ent temperatures. Put simply, warm
air rises, and cool air descends. In a
baseboard heater, cool air that enters
at floor level is warmed by the fins,
then rises through the upper opening.

To operate properly, the air must
have a clear path through the system.
If the carpet installer simply pushed
the carpet into the lower opening of
the heater, it could be blocking the air

current. Have the installer trim the
carpet and tuck it under the bottom of
the baseboard heater's back panel.

Excessively dirty or bent convector
fins are other problems that can
reduce your system's efficiency.
Remove the front panel, then use the
soft brush attachment on your
vacuum to gently clean the fins.
Straighten bent fins with broad-billed
pliers. Don't overwork the metal -

the delicate fins could break.
If these strategies don't work,

check the heating system itself to
make sure that it is operating proper-
ly. If you have air trapped in the sys-
tem, remove it by slowly unscrewing
a bleed valve while the system is run-
ning. You may also have a balancing
valve in the supply piping that needs
to be opened further.

If all of that doesn't work, you may
need to raise the baseboard heaters
higher on the wall to provide room for
the air currents to flow properly. Of
course, this is costly and involved, so
try the easier steps first.

SHARE YOUR SUESNONS
If you have a question about woodworking or home improvement, we'd like to see if we
can answer it for you. Just write down your question and mail it to WORIGENCH Q&,q,
2200 Grand Ave., Des Moines, IA 50312. Please include your name, address and daytime
phone number in case we have any questions for you. If you like, Fax us at (515) 283-2003
or send a message to us at workbench@workbenchmag.com on the internel
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Chimney Caps
Some of my neighbors haue
installed chimney caps.They

look nice, but do they serl)e a practical

Pur\ose or are they strictly decoratiae?
Matt Hoglund

Chicago, IL

Chimney caps cover the top
of the flue, and they do give a

nice, finished look to a chimney. But
their role is more than decorative.
Chimney caps keep out rain and
snow, and help prevent the wind
from blowing down the chimney and
stopping the updraft.

Chimney caps are also a good deter-
rent for birds, who find chimneys ideal
for nesting sites. Birds'nests can
block the flue, causing smoke or
gases to back up into your home.

While keeping things out is the pri-
mary job of chimney caps, many also
have metal screens or fins in the
openings to keep embers in. Called
spark arrestors, they stop hot
embers that may drift up the flue
from escaping and falling onto the
roof, where they pose afirehazard.

Correction:
On page 8 of the June, 1997 Workbench,
I told Janet Makson how to check the
water level in her forced hot water heat-
ing system. I said the level is low if the
boiler altimeter reads l0 or more when
the water temperature is 180' or above.
I should have said the water level is low
if the altimeter reads 10 or less when
the temperafure is 180o or more.



Oil vs. I^atex Choosing Screen Get Rid Of Mildew
R ^
(ff Cazt I use a latex Paint ouer an
El oil-based brimer? How about
an oil paint orni totn, Primer? What
are the rules?

Robert Hoag
Los Angeles, CA

According to the folks at the
Rohm and Haas Paint Quality

Institute, virtually all types of paint

will adhere to either type of primer.

Of course, the best advice is to fol-

low all of the manufacturer's recom-
mendations to make sure you get the

best quality finish. For example,
there are some oil-based paints that

tend to crack prematurely if applied
over a latex primer.

If you have questions about which

ffpes of paint and primer are best

suited to your application (or about

any other painting question), and you

have a computer with internet
access, check out the Paint QualitY
Institute at www.paintquality.com.

One of my window screens xs
torn and needs to be reflaced.

Should I use fi.berglass screen again,
or would aluminum be more durable?

Todd Sutlhin
Madison, WI

Aluminum or fiberglass
screen will do the job, and

both types are durable. You could
use either, but there a few differ-
ences you should consider.

Fiberglass screens don't corrode
over time like aluminum, although
they tear easier. Also, they give your
windows a darker appearance from
the outside than aluminum, which
you may or may not like. On the
other hand, aluminum tends to show
impact damage (from hands or hail,
for example) more than fiberglass.

The last consideration is purely
practical - unless you're changing all
of your screens, you'll probably want
to match the existing screen fabric.

E

Dl One corner of my house is shad-
K ed, and mild,ew grows on the
paint. How do I get rid ofit before I
repaint, and keep it from coming back?

Bill Barker
Omaha, NE

You can get rid of mildew using
a commercial cleaner available

at paint stores, or you can make Your
own using one part household bleach

and three parts cleaning solution, such

as some dish detergent mixed with

water. (Never mix bleach with an

ammonia-based cleaner!) Scrub the

area and rinse it with clean water.
Repaint using a good quality outdoor

paint that contains a mildewcide. You

may still want to buy mildewcide sepa-
rately and add it for more protection.

Mildew needs moisture to survive,

so shady areas provide an ideal envi-

ronment. If you can trim back trees or

shrubs that are blocking the sun, you'll

make it harder for mildew to return.

il
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Removing rtrht is not fi& *o
maner@you do it Yo{l cm

use a hand.lre$i:,ft$c biustr chu& a
wire wheel kr 5rour drill" or even
remove the railing and have it san*
blasted. -lume- are all tlme corrsurBifrg,
and exoeptfor sandbla:linc,:nayrojr :;

cant remwe it all, there are rltiffi l ;':jl
that help keep rust from returnfui; '

According to the technical suport-
people at Rust-Oleum, you ehorrld'dee, r
a primer for clean metal if yor
remove most of the rust If yoii knockr
off the flakes but not all of the uurl.ae't
rus! spot-prime mt' that rernairs with
a primer for rusty metal. then'prime
the restwith s'clean metal prinei. ff '
you don't rrant to go beyond remov-

i$g $e:gtlff,;tt #&tuss's rttst-
hhibifing pigler.Appb psirircr for
d€an @,fio fte estkedku after
thirU$ &pfuerdries.

Yoq c.lii ti$e s khhb, wool p6irfh,g
*dt to appry ftepim€r aad painf This
rmdlod b q{c!c ''rr'?bqustiir{g, aerd
.mre emoomical *wiqraf cms. Dip
fte mqM ttre paint sfteeze outthe
excesg anilwine,it ixr &e sqrfrces.

Putty Knives
>::J ,
trOI 1 went to the hardware store to
jip buy a futty knife, and I was sur-
prised by the uariety auailable for such
a simple tool. There were stiff blades,
flexible blades, and blades ofuarious
widths made of plastic and metal. How
do I pick the right one for the job?

Mollie Logsdon
Austin, TX

You want a flexible knife for
applying or removing soft

materials (such as wood puffy), and a
stiff knife to remove hardened materi-
als (such as dried paint). Beyond that,
it's a matter of matching the size and
quality of the tool to the job at hand.

One job where quality absolutely
matters is applying glazing putty to
window sashes. The ideal tool for this
job has a highly polished flexible blade
that cuts away excess putff cleanly. A
rough, low quality blade drags on the
putty, leaving a torn surface, or even
pulling the putty out of the sash.

renioveall of &e rusl EVen if y6r,,lii,.$



Double-Checking A Drill Press Table

Shop Tips
I have a small bench top drill press
with a table that tilts to accommodate
drilling angled holes, which is very
handy. Unfortunately, it doesn't have
any stops or markings to let me know
when I've got the table set back
square to the spindle and bit.

I've seen techniques using a square
to set the table perpendicular to the
drill press column. But I figured it
was more important that the table be
perpendicular with a bit, so I made a
simple jig I could insert in the chuck
to set the table correctly.

The jig took me no more than five
minutes to put together. It's just a nar-
row piece of l/att-1h1"1 scrap wood that
I cut about four inches long. I drilled a
hole through the face near each end
and pushed a 2rr-long machine screw

Bigfoot l^adder
The small feet of a stepladder have an
annoying habit. They tend to sink
into the ground, particularly if the
soil is loose or damp. This can create
some unwanted excitement, making a
routine outdoor chore into an acro-
batic adventure.

Basic physics tells you that the feet
of the ladder sink because there are
too many pounds of load per square
inch of surface area. I realized that I
couldn't instanfly reduce the number
of pounds on the ladder (I've been
trying to do that for years). So multi-
plying the number of square inches
of area for the ladder's feet was the
only way.

I increased the size of my ladder's
footprint by adding some tin can
"shoes" to the ladder's legs. Punch
or drill holes in each can's side, then
use inexpensive bungee cords
pulled over the bottom rung or
brace to keep the cans in place. This
way, you can also quickly remove
the shoes when you need to move
the ladder indoors.

10 \Torkbench r August 1997

through each hole, pointing in opposite
directions. Nuts hold the screws snug
so they are roughly parallel.

To set the table, I tighten one of the
screws in the chuck. Then I raise the
drill press table until the screw stick-
ing down from my jig just touches the
table surface at one corner. I rotate the
chuck by hand to four or five different
positions, and adjust the table angle
until the screwjust barely touches the
table at every point.

This process is easy, but I don't
want to go through it every time I
change the table angle. So once I have
the table set, I drew a thin line with
permanent marker where the table
meets its mounting arm.

James Walker
Saskatchewan. BC

Bungee cord
holds can
in place.

I

/v' Punch holes
in coffee cans
for bungee
cord hooks.

To make my ladder as unsinkable
as possible, I wanted a set of really
big shoes. I cobbled them from
3-lb. sized coffee cans.

Cecil Bradford
Hammond, WI

To repair cracks in the plaster walls in
my home, I mixerl rny patching plas-
ter in a plastic bucket. After any left-
over plaster dried, I would knock it
out of the bucket with a hammer -

until I broke the bucket. I decided a
flexible container would be better, but
I couldn't find one.

So I cut an old, worn out basketball
in half, making two bowls with stiff
yet flexible sides. The bowls are about
the right size to hold one batch of
plaster, and when the leftover dries, I
just crush the bowl, and all the dried
material falls right out.

Jeff Miles
Marion. IA

SI|ARE Y()UR TIPS, JIGS, Al{D IDEAS
if you have a unique way of doing something, we'd

like to hear from you. Just wite down your tip and

mail it to WORKBENCH Shop Tips, 2200 Grand Ave.,

Des Moines, IA 50312. Please include your name,

address and dayt.ime phone number in case we need

to reach you. If you like, Fax us at (515) 2832003, or

email us at workbench@workbenchmag.com on the

internet. Well pay you $5O$150 if we publish your tip.

I

!

Arm
%" x1"  x4"

2"-Long
machine
screw

Adjust table
jig touches sudace at

several poants.

Basketball Bowl



Use Mineral Spirits To Find Stray Glue
No matter how careful I am while glu-
ing up a project, I always seem to
miss glue smears and squeeze-out at
joints. These spots are hard to see on
the bare wood, but they'll stick out
once stain and finish are applied.

To highlight these spots I've learned
to use mineral spirits and a bright
light. I like mineral spirits because it

doesn't raise the grain or discolor the
wood, and it evaporates quickly.

Use a rag to spread mineral spirits
(l prefer the odorless variety) on the
area you want to check. You don't
need to soak the wood, just dampen
the surface. Any stray glue spots on
the wood will start to show.

To make the glue more visible,

W
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'Patent  Pend ing

hold a bright light close to the piece,
and shine it across the surface. Glue
smears reflect the light differently,
and show up as dull spots

Mineral spirits also helps highlight
scratches, and gives you an idea how
your wood will look with clear finish.

Shirley Arnold
Brooklyn, NY

Masonry Hawk
I necded a lnasonry hawk to do some
drywall work, but I couldn't justiiy the
cxpense ofbuying one. I started feel-
ing a little srirry for nryself, until I fig-
urecl out how to makc one in nty shop
that wor.rld work just as well.

Cut countertop
scrap to 9" x 1 2"
or desired size.

I got a scrap piece of larnir"rated
countertop for free at a local cabinet
shop. Then I lr irnrned the scrap l l iece
to a manageable size on my table saw,
with the laminated face up to avoicl
chipping its eclges. I macle a simple
handle from inexpensive pipe fittings I
picked up at the hardware store and
attached it with short lag screws.

The sharp plastic lal-rinate edge on
my homemade hawk cleans my trowel
nicely and holcls up well. \44ren tl-re
edges chip or get worn, I can just trirn
the top down a bit to expose a fresh
edge, or remove the handle assembly
and add it to a new piece of countertop.

M. Shambowrg
Omaha, NE
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I recently purchased deadbolt locks
for all my exterior doors. To be
sure that they would work smooth-
ly, I wanted a precision installation.

Dowel
1" dia. x 272" long \

- Center brad on end of dowel and
cut off end to make marking pont

Reach through
knob hole and
press p0int
into jamb.

. 7 - " ' .

Each deadbolt lock came with a
template to position it on the door,
but no similar method for locating
the strike plate on the jamb. I was
worried about making a measure-
ment error and positioning the hole
and strike plate incorrectly. So I
came up with a simple tool that per-
fectly aligns the hole in the jamb

with the latch.
I centered a brad in one end of a

short dowel the same diameter as
the latch hole (1rr in my case),
then cut off the head, leaving a
sharp point.

After drilling the holes in the
doors, I put the dowel in the latch
hole with the brad facing out. Then I
closed the door tight, reached in
through the knob hole, and pushed
the dowel against the jamb. The brad
left an impression showing me exact-
ly where to center the strike plate.

Brad Hemmingsen
Denuer, CO

Drill A Door Jamb Use Plane Shavings To Tighten Tenons
Some of my dining room chairs had
become wobbly, so I had to re-glue the
joints. I found some of the tenons on the
rungs and their matching holes had
worn, causing the rungs to fit loosely. I
knew no matter how much wood glue I
used, the chairs wouldn't hold for long.

To make the tenons fit tight again, I
increased their diameter by wrapping

them with thin shavings I planed off of
some scrap wood. I spread glue on the
rung's tenon and wrapped a layer or
two of the shavings around it. Before
the glue on the rung dried completely,
I spread glue in the hole in the leg,
and inserted the now tight-fitting rung.

Lance Bergeman
Olym|ia, WA

[IxnxrsHED To FTNTSHED
Ix HaLF TI{E TIvu

ffi

N o w w o o d f i n i s h i n g , , f f i l o n g . l a s t i n g p r o t e c t i o n a n d a
rwice as fasr, rwice as ea 
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comes in a r,ariety
That's because Polyshadesu 

d 
ofcolors,andcanbeusedover

combines stain and poly- . raw wood or even previously
urethane in one. Stain to --;1 finishedwood,withouthaving
add rich color and enhance wood's to strip away the old finish. Polyshades.
natural grain, and polyurethane for A beautiful finish in a lot less time.

SrruN & PorvuRHrlrANE IN ONE

Makes And Keeps Wood Beautiful'
www.minwax.com

@Minwd and Pollahades are registered tndemarks. @1997 Minwu. All righs raered
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OverThe Fence
Builders' Group Tracks Home Facts N,{S,rys Clear Goal
The National Association of Home
Builders (NAHB) collected a wealth
of data for the book 1997 Housing
Facts, Figures and Trends.

The report shows that updating and
remodeling kitchens and baths adds
the most value to your home. For
example, a major kitchen redesign/
remodel (involving
replacement of all
cabinets, counter-
tops, plumbing fix-
tures. floor. and
the addition of cus-
tom lighting, and a
built-in microwave)
carries a price tag
estimated at
527,262.In some
markets, you'll
recover all ofthat
- plus some - if
you sell within the
first year after
completion. Later,
you can recoup
$19,000 (about 90%
of the project cost). And if you do
some of the work yourseH, you'll con-
serve cash and may even be able to
pocket a profit.

Other popular projects and their
recovery value are: adding a master
suite, 84%; bathroom remodel, 77o/o;
window replacement, 74%; siding
replacement, 7 30/o; de ck additron, 7 2%o;
and home office,670/o.

These and other remodeling pro-
jects will likely remain popular in the
future, because nearly 30% of the
nation's housing stock was built
before 1940. In 1995, Americans spent
an estimated $42.3 billion on home
maintenance, and an additional $70.3
billion on improvements. Together,
these account for 5112.6 billion invest-
ed into existing housing.

New housing is also evolving to fit
changing needs and desires. Today's
typical new singlefamily home con-

tains nearly 2,100 square feet of liv-
ing area, an increase of almost 500
square feet from homes built 20
years ago. And more homes have a
longer list of amenities such as fire-
places, two-car garages, and central
air conditioning.

But while houses are getting
bigger, the
number of peo-
ple per house-
hold is decreas-
ing.In 1940,
the typical
household size
was 3.67 peo-
ple. By 1970,
this had dipped
to 3.14 per-
sons, and the
estimate for
1995 showed
2.62 people per
household.

Over the last
20 years, the
cost of the

median-priced home has skyrock-
eted from $44,200 to $136,600.
That made the corresponding
monthly payment leap from $367
in 1976 to 31.033 in 1996. To
afford that median home, a family
in 1976 needed an income of
$15,745; but it is now $44,267.
This has created an affordability
gap - 20 years ago, 44.8o/o of fami-
lies could meet the income guide-
lines; today, it is only 36.3%.

Yet in the face of all these
changes, the overall percentage of
home ownership has remained
remarkably stable. Since 1974, the
overall rate has remained in a nar-
row range between 63.8% to 65.6%.

You can get a free copy of.1997
Housing Facts, Figures and Trends
by calling NAHB at (202)822-0253,
or by visiting the Association's
web site at www.nahb.com.

NASA scientists are working with a
material called Aerogel that could
one day be used to rnake household
windows with outstanding insulating
properties. A lr-thick Aerogel win-
dow would have the same R-value as
15 panes of glass with trapped air.

At only three times the densiff of
air, Aerogel is the world's lightest
solid - a block the size of an adult
man weighs only one pound. But the
product's nickname of "frozen smoke"
gives you a clue to the shortcoming
that prevents you from currently find-
ing Aerogel windows at your home
center. \4rhen manufactured on earth,
Aerogel has a hazy appearance.

NASAs preliminary experiments
with manufacturing Aerogel in a
microgravity environment have been
encouraging. The next major test will
be conducted aboard the Space
Shuttle Discovery, scheduled for
launch in January, 1998.

No one is sure why Aerogel made
on the ground has a smoky look. But
NASA scientists hope that their
experiments will provide information
that will clear up the subject.

NASA would then report those
results to American industry for
earth-based manufacturing.
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Phone Home
Ifyou are a

building facility
manager or a
construction
fades confac-
tor - even
part-time -
you can now
order by
phone from
Home
Depofs Pro
Book.

The 1,12&page catalog con-
tains over 15,000 products available for
order by telephone. And you can have
the items waiting for you at the store,
delivered by truck, or shipped nearly
anywhere by United Parcel Service. So
you don't even need to live near a
Home Depot store to shop there.

To getyour copy of the Pro Book,
contact the commercial sales desk at
any Home Depot store, or call the
Orland Park, IL store at (708) 6149200.

United States Gypsum (USG) is pack-
aging many of its Sheetrock brand
products into smaller sizes for the
convenience of do-it-yourselfers.

The line of 24 professional-quality
products includes drywall finishing
items such as fiberglass and flexible
metal tape, joint compound, repair
accessories, wall and ceiling tex-
fures, and primers.

Another new item is a drywall
repair kit that contains compound,
tape, clips, screws, sandpaper, as

well as a spreader and an instruc-
tion sheet. All you need to furnish is
a piece of drywall in the thickness
that matches your wall.

For curved wall and arch construc-
tion, you can try USG's new Va'Lthick
drywall panels. The reduced thick-
ness eliminates the necessity of soak-
ing prior to installation.

For further details, contact USG
at (800) USG4YOU. Or visit their
web site at www.usgcorp.com for
product and how-to information.

=q Econ-Abrasives
WE I{/IKE ABRASIW BELTS ANY SnE ANY GNT!\

\

./
ABMSIVE BELTS

BeltsTEJ6Sii-6i-t6l6iffi ith a
bLdirectional eplice, specfi grits.

3XC4 $.93 ea
3X27 .96 ea
4>e1 q4 1.06 ea
4X24 1.1O ea
4X36 1.35 ea
6X48 3.5O ea
$€9 6.24 ea

1X3O $.81 ea
1X42 .81 ea
1X44 .81 ea
212(16 .85ea
3X18 .86ea
3X21 .90ea
3)Q3 3/4 .93ea

OTHERSIZES ON REQAEST

CABINET PAPER
5o/pk 100/pk

60D $16.70 $30.00C
80D 15.60 27,80C

100thru 1sOC 14,50 25.60C
FINISHING PAPER

80A $  11 .1s  $18.90C
1O0thru2804 10.0O 16.70C

NO LOAD PAPERfwhirel

00 thru 4004 $12.25 $21 .25C
'C' = 100 SHEETS

HEAVY DUTY SPRING CLAMPS
amps come w/PVC tips and grips.

Size Price
4 '  $ l ,75  ea
6',
8',

2.25
3.50

Velcro@ Vacuum Discs
Hole oatiern for Bosch sar

? tr *ffi"@,.
s' 80 .46 ritiillii
5' 100 thru 320 .4S 

";iti''* Available in 5 hole pattem *

JUMBO ROUTER PAD(24'x 36')
h will not allow small blocks of wood
to slip out under router or sanding
applications, ROUTERPAD

ONLY $8.95ea.-wrde Eens-Hoils-F taP wneets IrPump Sleeves*PSA Discs IrRouter & Wood Bits*Wood Glue
TUMBO BELT CLEANING STICK

oNLY s8.80

#l!',?t+iJftf;?i-Tf=Bii- Econ-Abrasives
cALL FoR FREECATALoG P'o' Box 1628

TX add appropriate sales tax =!l Frisco, TX 75034
Continental U.S. shipping add $5.50 - 1 p7Z)377-9779

TOLL-FREE ORDERTNG L|NE (800)367-41 01

ONE.MAN SAWMILL

Just one man (no crew needed) can easily cut enough on
weekends to save thousands of dollars over hieh lumbervard
prices. Factory-Direct selling keeps prices lowf Easy terms...
made in U.S.A.

1-800-9 42-4406 extension SA31
r r r - - - r r r r r - r r - l

YES! YES! Please rush fre€ facls on Timb€rKing Mills,
TIMBERKING,II{C. 1431 NToppjngAv€. 

IDept. SA31, Kansas CitX M0 64120

I
I Address I

II 9itv Qtala -Z io

- I I I I I I I I I I I E I I I J

I\rrns Timber
Into Cash!

Sawmill goes right to the trees...turns out
smooth, true-cut lumber - even beginners get
excellent results.

Name

U!g:
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AddinsA Deck Rail
Backyard decks haue so much
going for them. They're rela-

tiuely easy to build, and a
great place to get together with
your family and friends. They

can also make small houses
seem larger by connecting them to
the world outside.

That decks are so popular is no
mystery, but I've never figured out
why so many are designed as after-
thoughts. I've seen Tudor-style
homes, Cape Cods, brick ranches
- you name it - fitted with non-
descript "kit" decks that look as if
they were genetically cloned by a
Scottish research team.

\Torkbench I August 1997

I can't argue with the durability
and cost-savings ofusing pressure
treated lumber for the substruc-
ture and decking, but to me the
railing always leaves room for
something more creative. This
was my goal when I tackled the
deck on the Workbencl house, a
rectangular, single-level plafform
with no distinguishing feature
except room enough to stage a
halftime show for the Super Bowl.
Adding a custom railing let me
improve the deck I had rather than
scrap it and start over, which
would have been a lot pricier.

The plaform's low height didn't
require a railing, butwithout one it
seemed to drop off into space like
the deck of an aircraft carrier.

After a lot of thought, I decided
a distinctive cedar railing would
make the deck friendlier and tie it
more to the look of the house.

Once I had the railing's design
sorted out, I set aside some time to
install new 2x10 cedar skirt boards
around the perimeter of the deck
(see the Deck Rail Construction
View). This upgrade improved the
look of the deck and let me
straighten out the irregularities in
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Deck Rail Construction View

,-Postcap
,l 1Yr'xllz" xi/2"

- r -
?

Field post
For details, see

Post Elevation on page 18.Cove molding
3/4" x3/4",

cut to len$h.--1

rdr
End brac*et

For details, see
Hand Rail lnstallation
Detail on page 21.

=*

Hand rail
1lz" x3Vz",
cut to lengrth.

v
Dowel pin
3/au x2'

End post
For details, s€e

Post Elevation on page 18.

Inside lower rail
1s7s" x1y2',,
cut to length.

the existing frame. Since the early
spring weather was unpredictable,
I grabbed a warm clear day to get
this done. then went back into the
shop to start making all the railing
components.

I should add that a dust collec-
tion system, or excellent shop ven-
tilation, is a must for this project.
Western red cedar smells great,
but the dust is toxic and produces
allergic reactions in some people.
Whafs worse, the sensitivity can
increase with each exposure until
you can't work the wood at all.

Milling Stock To Size
Compared to the precut 2x2's
most lumberyards sell for use as
deck rail balusters, the compo-

outside lower rail
1318,' x 1 /2',, cut t0 length,

nents for this railing design take a
lot of time to prepare. But with the
beauty and individualiff of the cus-
tom look, there's no comparison.

Because I wanted a good fit
between all the different parts, I
chose dimensions that let me mill
the stock down to consistent sizes
and true up the edges. The stock
for the posts and rails was a little
oversize, so I managed to get the
thicknesses and widths I needed.

The 1x cedar stock you buy for
the balusters is likely to be about
7/an thick, with one smooth face
and the otherrough-sawn. Millthe
rough face off to get 32rr stock.

The dimensions here really
aren't critical, as long as there's
consistency among the parts that

Baluster stop

Baluster
For details, see the

Baluster Details on page 20.

fit together. Do pay attention,
though, to how wet the lumber is.
If you feel wet sawdust coming out
of the cut, set the boards aside in a
vented stack and let them dry out
for at least a couple ofweeks (see
bottom photo on preceding page).
This method, called "stickering,"
uses small wooden spacers that
allow air flow between the boards
so they'll dry more uniformly.

If you're wondering why I'd fuss
over wood that's going to be out-
side anyway, thafs a fair question.
The reason is that as it dries. wood
can shrink a lot in thickness and
width (across the grain), but none
in length (along the grain). The
way this railing fits together, gaps
would open up in the joints.

'Workbench 
l August 1997

Baluster stop
1/4" x1",

cut to length.

Skirt board
2x10

)
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Post Elevations $qrr Wifh the Posts
Because the posts aren't just a
design element but also the key
structural part of my rail system, I
wanted to make them first.
Normally, I'd try to build the posts
into the deck structure itself. But
with this project I was refofitting
the railing onto an edsting deck so
that wasn't a great option. The bolt-
on installation I used instead is
plenty strong, and it allows for eas
ier replacement if a post suffers rot
or other damage later on.

This railing design may have to
be modified for your deck, and
your post layout is likely to be dif-
ferent. I just measured for the over-
all railing length and divided the
distance into equal segments. Keep
in mind that the lower rails have to
support the weight of the balusters,
so the practical limit for the post
spacing is about 4 feet unless you
beef up the lower rail stock.

The finished length of the posts
is just under 5 feet, which means
you'll have a pile of 3-ft. remnants if
you start with &ft. timbers. Try
instead to find cedar 4x4's that are
10 feet long. You'll get two posts
from each with almost no waste.

After you crosscut the posts to
length, mark each one to indicate
its location on the deck. I added
some quick layout markings at this
point, to ensure that the notches
and rail dadoes end up on the cor-
rect faces. While you're marking,
keep in mind that end posts get
dadoes on one side only.

A simple table saw setup will
help you cut the rail dadoes quick-

ly. I installed a 3/+rr stack dado, then
clamped a short 3Artthick setup
block at the front of the rip fence
(Figure 1). Two passes - one with
the post end indexed off the setup
block, and one with the post butted
directly against the fence - cut
each l72rlwide dado cleanly in just
a few seconds. The same proce
dure works for both the upper and
lower rail dadoes, butyou'll have to
reset the fence for the different
spacing from the posts'ends.

For the notch at the bottom of
the posts, make the shoulder cut
first, then clear the waste with a rip
cut on the band saw (Fieure 2).

Before you remove your dado
blade from the table saw, you can
use the setup for two other proce
dures. First, find a scrap 2x6 at
least a foot or so long and mill a
57rtt-*0" recess on one face (see
the Bevel Jig Detail) . When you get
around to cutting the bevels on the
post caps later, this jig will help you
make the cuts safely.

Next, lower the dado blade
height to t/+' and mill a center
groove in the underside of the top
rails (Figure 3). This groove will
help you align the balusters later,
during the installafion phase.

The remaining details on the
posts are the counterbores and
holes for the mounting bolts, plus
two indexing holes for mounting
the post caps. Drilling the end of a
long workpiece such as a post is
either awkward or impossible on
most drill presses, but boring these
dowel holes freehand is risky.
Since they have to match a pair of
holes in the cap, accurate place
ment is a must. The solution was a
simple two-sided jig that I made
from a piece of 32rr particleboard

Bevel Jig Detail

->l r'1Y2"--/

Two passes over 0 Yl" dado blade wlll cut
each 1?2"-wlde dado on tre posb. Use fie
rlp fence and he setup block as end shps,

A radlal arm saw, hrble saw, or band saw
can cut he shoulder on he post nohhes,
but use a band saw for fie rip cut.

\Torkbench I August 1997

Wih fie dado height set b 14", mill a
groove in fie underside of fie top rail. This
groove will help align fie balusters later.
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and some Yarr hardboard (see the
Cap Jig Detail). I cut the particle
board block 5%rr square - the
same size as the post caps - and
attached hardboard cleats to the
sides so the cap would nest snugly
in place. On the bottom face of the
jig, I built up a hardboard rim to
create a shallow 3Yzrlsquare pock-
et. This pocket fits over the top end
of the post. The 3/srldiameter holes,
which should be bored on a drill
press if possible, serve as a guide
for hand-drilling both the post and
the cap 0igures 4 and 5).

Moking the Post Cops
Select some flat2xi cedar stock for
the post caps and cutaSr/zttsquare
piece for each post. After you drill
the dowel alignment holes, grab
the bevel jig you made earlier and
head for the table saw.

Tb cut the bevels on the caps, tilt
the blade away from the rip fence
15o, leaving room for the bevel jig
and the workpiece (Figure 6). After
you insert a post cap into the jig, the
entire assembly can slide along the
rip fence, keeping the cap steady
and allowing your hands to stay
clear of the blade. Rotate the cap a
quarter-turn for each pass until
every edge is beveled.

I also routed a small chamfer on
the underside of each cap. Like
most small workpieces, the caps
are easier to machine on a router
table rather than freehand.

Once you've sanded the saw
marks off the caps, they can be
glued to the posts. I used
polyurethane glue to both set the
dowels and to attach the caps and
posts. These are awlnvard assem-
blies to clamp, so I just stood them
on end upsidedown and let the
weight of each post provide the
holding power while the glue set.
Gravity is one of the few shop tools
you get for free, so I figured I might
as well use it! It also came in handy
for attaching the small cove mold-
ing (underneath the caps), which I
mitered, then glued and nailed in
place while the posts were still up
ended on the shop floor.

Routing rhe Roils
While the glue cures on the post
assemblies, you can prepare stock
for the handrails. At this stage the
lumber should already be milled to
thickness and width, but remem-
ber to leave the lengths rough
until the installation - you'll need
to custom fit each handrail.

I wanted the handrail to be invit-
ing to the touch, and to me that
meant a rounded contour that
would be both comfortable to grip
and resistant to splintering at the
edges. I set up a large round-over
bit in my router table (see the
Handrail Detail). The cutter's 34rl

radius made for nice half-round
edges both top and bottom (Figure
7). You have to be careful here so

Ihe guide holes in fie drilling jig laep he bit
aligned and fie spacing accunate, A shallow
poclct on one side nesb over fie post end,

Post Cap Detail

the bearing overlap on the second
pass doesn't leave a ridge along
the center of the edges. Tb get
around this, you can set up your
router table fence flush with the
bearing on the bit like I did, or just
use a yzrr or smaller radius bit that
will leave aflatarea along the cen-
ter of each edge.

The same Jig reverses for drilling fie dowel
alignment holes in tp post caps. A hard-
board rim holds fie worlelece captlve,

Handrail Detail

The bevel-cutting jig holds fte cap in place
and keeps your fingers away from fte
blade, Tilt fte blade away from fie fence.

Use a large round-over bit to shape he
handrail edges. A router hble setup will
save time and allow use of a larger bit.

W'orkbench I August 1997

Cap Jig Detail

lr
Te" Drill bit

Use tape as
depth indicator.

Round-over
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Shoping the Bqlusters
Because of the number of pieces
involved, cutting the balusters and
routing them to shape is the
marathon phase of this projecl
especially if you've got a long rail-
ing to build. It was mid-afternoon
by the time I had all the blanks

Baluster Detail Baluster Jig

A flush-bim bit, guided by he bmplate Jlg,
willtim fie balusters h shape, Cleab on
fie Jlg hold fie wodqiece in place.

milled and cut to length (see the
Baluster DetaiD, so I decided to
postpone the shaping work until
the next morning, when I was
fresh. lnng repetitive work ses-
sions really scrub the fun right out
of my woodworking, and they also
invite mistakes and accidents.

I used the time off
productively, though,
exploring designs for
deck furniture I can
build later.

The next morning I
got back into my pro-
duction mode to start
routing the balusters.
Just like the spacing
between the posts,
you can modify the
baluster shape to suit
your taste. My first
designs had a lot
more curves built into
them, but I simplified
the final one to blend
with the look of the
Workbench house.

It took 95 individual
balusters to make the

railing on my deck, so rather than
clamp and freehand rout each
piece, I used a jig and a router
table (see the Baluster Jig). A
flush-trim bit shaped the cedar
while the hardboard template rode
against the guide bearing (Figure
8). The jig holds the board captive
at each end, so you can make a
pass on each side, pop the piece
out quickly, and install the next
piece. (If your trimming bit has a
shank-mounted bearing, simply

invert the assembly so the jig is
below the workpiece.)

After shaping both edges ofeach
baluster, you can also rout the dec-
orative edge detail (Figure 9). I
used a r/t" cove bit and, though it
added a little more time. I used the
jig again because the indexing
cleats prevent tearout at the edges.
After the shaping is done, drill the
holes for the mounting screws.

Now just rip the stock for the
baluster stop molding and rout a
chamfer along one edge. Leave the
molding in rough lengths for now.
With that done, you can gather
your materials on the deck and
start putting it all together.

Plumb the Posts First
For the installation, use the same
sequence that worked for making
all the parts. I had already mea-
sured for the railing layout, so I
clamped each post in place (a few
needed shimming to stay plumb). I
used the two predrilled holes near
the bottom of each post as a guide
to bore through the deck skirt for
the mounting bolts @igure 10).

If you have an end post that
attaches direcfly to the house, you
can cut away the siding and place
the post in the recess, or leave the
siding intact and scribe and notch
the post to nest direcfly against it.
In either case, caulk the joint after
securing the post with some long
deck or lag screws. You can also
fasten a couple of tapered cleats to
the siding and anchor the post to
those - a solution that allows air
flow and leaves the siding intact.

Svdtch b a cove bit for routing fie decona-
tive edges on fie balusterc, The jig lsn't
necessary, but it helps preventtearout.

Workbench I August 1997

To Installfie mounting bolts, clamp each
post in place and ddllfirough he skirt
boards. Checkeach postfor plumb.

After you tlm he upper ralls h lengh and
drlll angled pllot holes near fie ends, glue
and screw fiem h $e posb.

4-6Y2\-4
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You're likely to have slight varia-
tions in the post spacing, no matter
how careful you are. Having left the
rails and the baluster stop molding
a little long pays off here, allowing
you to trim them to fit for each sec-
tion of railing. The inside lower rail
goes in first, then the 2x4 top rail,
both glued with polyurethane adhe
sive and fastened from underneath
with 3'r deck screws (Fig'ure 11).

At this stage you can start
installing the balusters. For this
project, placing the first baluster in
the center and building outward to

Insert the top of each baluster into the
upper rail, then screw the bottom to the
lower inside rail. Use 16d nails as soacers.

0nce the balusters are installed, you can
fasten the ouhide lower rails in place. To
allow for later repairs, don't glue them.

Screwing the baluster stops in place makes
it easy to remove fiem wifiout damage.
Air-nailing (no glue) is a second option.

each postworked best. I could then
compensate for spacing differences
by ripping the end balusters to fit.

The groove in the underside of
the top rail really earns its keep
during this part of the installation.
It automatically aligns the balusters
as you fit them in place, so all you
have to do is drive a single screw at
the bottom ofeach one (Figure 12).

I recommend using a 16d nail as
a spacer between balusters to allow
for drainage and air circulation.
Years ago I built a deck rail and for-
got this feature - an oversight I
regretted. The lumber dried
unevenly, creating gaps between
some boards while others stayed
tight. You're better off allowing for
the wood movement that's bound
to happen, so small differences
aren't noticeable and water doesn't
get trapped.

As you install the balusters, you'll
notice that they're about 1/+rr short
at the bottom. This is a deliberate
offset, intended to help keep water
frorn draining around the rails and
wicking up into the end grain of the
balusters. After they're all in place,
fasten the outside lower rail with 3rl
deck screws (Figure 13).

The molding I used for trim
around the balusters is cosmetic
rather than functional. I mitered
the ends and fastened each piece
with ls4rllong deck screws - no
glue - so future repairs or replace-
ment would be easy (Figure 14).

Unless you have a pneumatic fin-
ish nailer that will fire corrosion-
resistant nails (stainless steel, alu-
minum, or plastic), I don't recom-

After you cut the handraib to length, use
glue and screws to fasten the end brackets.
The coved edge matches the balusters.

mend nailing the trim in place,
because the pounding of a hammer
will be a little rough on all the work
you just installed.

Finish Wirh the Hqndrqil
You're almost there! All that
remains is the handrail installation.
Remnants of the 3/+rr stock I used
for the balusters worked fine for
making some simple end brackets,
and I routed the l/+rlcove detail
around the edges.

The simplest method of fitting
each handrail is to set a pair ofend
brackets on edge on a top rail
(against a post), then butt the
handrail stock against the opposite
post and mark it where it overlaps
the brackets. Cut the rails to length
and use polyurethane glue and two
1s/sil deck screws to secure each
bracket (Figure 15). Then screw
the assembly to the posts (see the
Handrail Installation Detail).

Untreated cedar fares well in all
but the most brutal of climates, so
the decision to use a finish is up to
you. If you want to match paint on
the house, a solid-color exterior
stain is a good low-maintenance
choice. I opted for an exterior pen-
etrating oil from General Finishes.
It shows off the rich colors of the
cedar but requires minimal mainte
nance. It may be wishful thinking,
but from now on I'd like to spend
more time relaxing on my deck
than working on itltE-

Use a 2x spacer block to position the
handrail end brackets, then fasten them to
he posb with four 17e" deck screws.

Handrail Installation Detail
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Replacing awindow
I haue a friend whose passion

for home renoaation inspired
a theory. His list of froiects
neaer ends, he says, because
just as he completes one iob,

the old stuff around it always
looks shabby. Paint the ceiling,
and suddenly the light fixture's got
to go. Install new kitchen cabinets,
and the old vinyl floor now looks
like it was trampled to death by the
Budweiser Clydesdales.

There are only two solutions to
this problem, he tells me - never
start remodeling, or never stop.
Now that Ite renovated some of
the Workbench house, I know just
what he means. Thankfulh I like
the work and the results, so I'll
keep going.

My latest adventure involved
putting in a replacement window.
It was surprisingly easy, in part
because I didn't have to disturb my
new siding or the interior wall.

Ease of installation is one of the
key virtues of a replacement win-
dow. The old framing, jambs, and
casing stay intact while the "per-
formance" parts - the sash, seals,
and glazing - get replaced by
newer and more efficient compo-
nents. (For a primer on various
window parts and their names, see
Anatomy of a Window on the fol-
lowing page.)

The window I needed to replace
was a double-hung wood window
in a small bathroom. Double-hung
windows feature an upper and a
lower sash, both of which travel
vertically in a wood or metal track.
They're the best candidates for
this type of replacement.

The new window is a Precision
Fit'" Replacement Window from
Pella Corp., one of a handful of
large manufacturers that offer
wood replacement windows. Most

companies offer sash replacement
kits, but Pella designed this series
with "single-unit construction."
This means the sash are fitted into
a sub-frame that's ready to install
as one unit, rather than individual
components that you have to put
together. I like this approach
because it keeps the installation
very simple and allows a tilting

sash feature for easier cleaning,
but the average cost (about $350)
is higher than most sash kits.

Replacement windows are cus-
tom-fitted items. either made to
order or offered in sizes to match
most existing windows. If you're
doing the installation, check the
manufacturer's guidelines for mea-
suring your old windows correctly.
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The measuring procedure for the
old window may vary with different
replacement systems, but the basic
dimensions you'Il need are the
width between the two side jamb
faces, and the height between the
sill and the head jamb. When instal-
lation day arrives, carefully unpack
the window, check the dimensions
against what you ordered, and read
through the manufacturer's insf uc-
bLons before you begin.

Our With the Old
For some people, demolition work
involves just two tools - a ham-
mer, and a bigger hammer - but a
little more finesse is needed here.
Remember, you'll need to keep
some of the old materials to reuse,
so don't ruin them.

The inside stop molding is part
of the track for the lower sash. and

After scorlng fie paint or finish wih a utility
knife, use a smallflat bar or putty knife to
pry the stop molding from fie window jamb,

it has to come off first
(Figure 1). Use a utility
knife to score the paint
where the stop meets
the jamb, then use a
small flat bar to pry the
molding loose.

Removing the inside
stop will free the lower
sash unit, but you'Il also
have to snip the sash
cords or springs used to
keep it open. Older win-
dows will have cotton
cords with iron weights
suspended behind the
jambs. Some newermod-
els will have a flat steel
spring that provides the
lift tension. In either
case, the lower sash will
come free when you cut
those connections.

The jambs on older all-
wood windows have
wooden center strips called part-
ing stops, so named because they
separate the upper and lower sash.
Pry these out before you try to
remove the upper sash. If your
window has a metal sash track like
mine, use a pair of putty knives as
wedges to help pop the upper sash
out (Figure 2). Then remove and
discard the metal track (Figure 3).

With both sash out, remove any
sash balance or pulley hardware
that's in your way, and tuck some
fiberglass insulation through the
holes, filling in behind the jambs.

Anatomy Of A Window

The blind stop, the outermost
molding of the sash track, stays
intact. It will provide support and a
sealing surface for the frame of the
replacement window.

Scrape any paint ridges or
debris from the blind stop, then do
a test fit with the new window. Set
the bottom of the window on the
existing sill and tilt it up into place.
Once you're sure you've got a
square fit with a little clearance at
the top and sides, remove the win-
dow and caulk the inside faces of
the blind stop (Figure 4).

lf your old window has a metaljamb liner
instead of a parting stop, you may have to
wedge the top sash free with putty hives.

Remove and discard the old metaljamb
liner. Try to pull it straight orlt so it doesn't
bind or damage the sunounding wood.

After scraping paint ridges and other debris
from the inside of the blind stop, apply a
bead of caulk to help seal the new window,
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ln wirh the New
As you start the installation, have
some tapered wood shims and a
little more fiberglass insulation on
hand. Some of the insulation
belongs on the underside of the
new sill, so you'll have to turn the
window upside down and press fit
the material in place (Figure 5).

Fit the replacement windo'w into
the opening and press it against
the bead of caulk you applied earli-
er on the blind stop. Place shims
behind the jambs of the new win-
dow at each installation screw
location, then partially drive the
top and center screws (Figure 6).

A level, a framing square, and a
quick check of the window's diag-
onal measurements will tell you

whether the assembly is square
and plumb, then you can drive the
screws all the way home. Raise the

lower sash before driving the
installation screws near the bot-
tom of the jambs. Finally, check
that both sash travel freely, then
use a putty knife to stuff some
insulation between the new win-
dow and the old jamb (Figure 7).
Avoid cramming the fiberglass
tight, or you'll lose the air space
that does the actual insulating.
Also, don't use expanding foam. It
can distort the window frame as it
swells, plus it's a lot messier.

Finally, nail the inside stop
molding back in place (Figure 8).
Here's a tip for reusing the old
stop: If any of the finish nails came
off with the old molding, use pliers
to pull them through the wood.
Trying to back them out usually
pops bigger holes from the mold-
ing's face. And in case you're ner-
vous about swinging a hammer

next to your new glass, cut some
cardboard from the packing box
and use it to shield the window
This simple precaution is worth its
weight in peace of mind, even if
you've got a good hammer arm.

Some putty for the nail holes
and a little touch-up paint will wrap
up the work on the inside. To
ensure a weathertight installation,
go outside and run a bead of exte
rior caulk along the perimeter of
the newwindow (Figure 9).t[

Sources
Because replacement windows are
a customized product, I recom-
mend getting them from a local
retailer who can help with ques-
tions or take care of any problems
that come up during installation.
Below is a list of manufacfurers
that offer wood replacement win-
dows or sash kits through dealers
across the country.
. Andersen Windows lnc.

(800) 42G4261
r Cresfline

(800) 5524111
. Kolbe & Kolbe Millwork Inc.

(800) 95$8177
r Inewen Windows

(800)24*2295
r Marvin Windows & Doors

(800) 34G5128
r Pella Corporation

(800) 847-3552
o Weather Shield

(8oo)222-2995
r Wenco (800)877-9482

Before you set the new window in place,
tum it upside down and tuck a layer of
fiberglass insulation under the sill.

Once you've checked he window for
square, tighten fte screws, then cut fie
shims off and press in some insulation.
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Place wood shims between the new win-
dow frame and he old jamb (at the screw
locations), then partially drive the screws.

Nail the inside stop molding back in place.
lf swinging a hammer next to glass makes
you nervous, use a cardboard shield,

For a weahertight installation, apply a bead
of exterior caulk around fie perimeter of
fie window. The sill may need a filler sfip.
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Window PlantTbur
I'ue always tried to figure The Lumber worehouse
out how things work, and *:-Tt' 

thing vou have to do
when you arrive at the Pella plant

oaer the years I'ue etsen is drop any illusions you may have
about a mom-and-pop operation.
This is a big place, and it's just one
of three plants in the company.

Once you're inside the first
building, which is the lumber
warehouse, you'll be struck by a
second impression - the power-
ful scent of pine. Every day the
warehouse receives fruckloads of
wood, mosfly Ponderosa and

managed to solae a few
mysteries. But some still

haae me stumped - how
do they suspend a cat'seye in the
middle of a marble, anyway?

Every day, I see home improve
ment products that make me want
to know more. A few months ago,
Pella Corporation invited me to
one of their plants so I could see
firsthand how their Precision Fit-
Replacement Windows are made.
Their windows sure aren't the sim-
ple panes of glass glazed into a
wood frame that I grew up with.
Needless to say, my visit was an
eyeopening experience.

Sugar Pine from the western U.S.
The rest is Eastern White Pine,
primarily from Canada.

Pella keeps millions of board
feet of softwood lumber on hand,
and, on average, cuts over 100,000
board feet of that supply daily.
With that much cutting going on,
you can imagine the volume of
sawdust that s produced. No won-
der the place smells like pine. By
the way, most of that sawdust gets
delivered to a processor for recy-
cling into other products.
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Conwyors move lumber over a mdsfure
sensor, Boards trat mest fie standards llne
up for evaluatlon at the shadou, llne shton,

Thln wlres more under brlght llghh h cast
shadours on each boad. Thls dstermlnes
fie best anangement of cub at he rlpsaws.

Short stock passes through a flnger-jointing
machlne. After the joinb are mllled, the
stock ls glued Inh longer pieces.

Prccessing the Lumber
Once a pallet of lumber leaves the
warehouse, it goes to the ripline.
Those of us with home shops
know how much time it can take to
figure out how to cut a board to get
the most use out of it. At the Pella
ripline, these decisions are made
in seconds.

The wood is tipped onto a con-
veyor that houses a moisture sen-
sor. Any boards with excessive
moisture content are rejected.
Boards that pass inspection move
on to the shadow line station,
where a keen-eyed operator quick-
ly determines how the wood
should be ripped for maximum
yield. Using thin wires suspended
below a set of bright lights, the
operator casts a set of shadows
onto each board. The wires are
adjusted to represent the optimal
cutting layout, then the operator
sends that information to the rip
saws via computer. All this takes
about 20 to 30 seconds.

After the wood is ripped into
narrow pieces, ifs bundled into
batches and sent to the chopsaws.
Each chopsaw operator cuts
around all the knots and defects to
get completely clear pieces of
wood. There are sawing stations
dedicated to each of Pella's most
commonly used lumber dimen-
sions. To ward off fatigue, each
chopsaw operator controls a saw
for one hour using his left leg,
then turns around to another saw
that he confols with his right leg
for an hour.

From the chopsaws, the wood is
sent to one of three places. Waste
pieces go to the "wood hog,"
wheie they're chipped for the
recycling processor. Pieces long
enough for use in a window sash
or frame are routed directly to the
assembly building. And short
pieces are detoured to finger-joint-
ing machines where their ends are
milled and coated with glue, and
then the segments are clamped
together into usable lengths.
According to Bob Rote, my tour
guide through the Pella plant, fin-
ger-jointed wood is stronger and
more stable than solid wood, mak-
ing it well-suited for structural
parts hidden in the window frames
behind jambs or sill cladding.

Much of the lumber, whether
solid or segmented, is cut to order
for custom window sizes. Once it's
ripped to width, it must pass
through molding machines that
mill the profiles. From there, the
wood is cut to length and sent to a
tenoning machine if required.

Gloss qnd Metql
Lots of wood is fine. but a window
isn't worth much without glass. So
while all the wood is being
machined in one area of the plant,
the glass for that window is being
cut and processed in another area.

More than once. I've tried cut-
ting glass for my own projects, and
I readily admit that I do not have a
knack for it. But to watch these
guys is to see that cutting glass
can become as second nature as
tying your shoes.

Surprisingly, these large pieces
of plate glass are easy to maneuver
due to air jets that blow through
the cutting tables. Once the glass
is positioned, an automated car-
riage with a glass-scoring tool -
similar to the kind you can find at
any hardware store - is pro-
grammed to score the pieces to
size. The operator then snaps the

An operator malcs snapping glass appear
efforfless. Even large pieces cut cleanly
after the automated caniage scorcs a line.
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glass. It looks easy, but I know I
would still end up with cracks and
chips all over the place.

The cut glass travels to an
assembly line where the panes are
sandwiched around an aluminum
frame edged with a thin line of
butyl caulk. A press forces the
glass panes tight against the frame
to seal the sandwich. Then clear
argon gas is pumped through two
holes in the frame into the gap
between the panes. Argon, which
is heavier than air, insulates the
window, helping to keep hot or
cold air from transferring to the
inside pane of glass. After capping
the holes in the frame, a heavy
application of polysulfide is
slathered on the outside edges of
the sandwich.

Some of the parts for the win-
dows are painted, like the jambs
and aluminum cladding. These
exfrusions are hung from hooks
over 25 feet off the ground, then
sent through a paint line. The
metal is electrically charged to

attract primer and paint, creating a
very tough bond. After each layer
of finish goes on, the pieces travel
through a drying oven.

Gompleting o Window
At this point, all the parts - wood,
glass, and metal - end up in the
assembly building. With dexterity
and speed, assemblers join sash
rails and stiles around the double-
paned glass, and apply aluminum
cladding over the outside sash

surfaces. After constructing the
window frames (the jambs, sill,
and cap), the sash are swung into
place and cables are pulled from
the frames and secured to the
sash (the cables assist the sash's
vertical movement). While all this
is underway, other assemblers are
busy mounting the sash locks and
handles.

A thorough inspection results in
a few adjustments, then the win-
dow is readied for shipment. Bob
told me that a Precision Fit"
Replacement Window takes only
seven business days to complete,
from the time the order is received
at the plant to when the window
goes on a truck for shipment.

As Ileft the Pella plant with the
window for the Workbench house,
I could only imagine what exorbi-
tant amount of time I would have
spent crafting it by hand. You can
say "they don't make them like
they used to," but in this case
that's a blessing.tf,

An aluminum frame mounted betrveen fie panes 0f glass creates fie gap for fte argon gas.
Foam inserh prevent light from glancing betuveen fie panes on windows witr mulllons.

A coat of plysulfide apflid h he edges of
fte alumlnum frame seals fie argon gas in
fie insulating gap between fte panes,

The jambs mate h wmd back-up pieces
(mosUy fi nger-joinbd mabrial). Adding
weafier seals and sash hadvuare is next.

Jambs gracefully exlt fie palnt booh before
fiey're bundled and carted to a sawing sta-
ton where fiey will be cut h lengft,

Mounting painted aluminum cladding to he
exterior surfaces of fte sash protecb he
wood during foul weafier,

Screws join fte jambs h $e sill and cap,
fien fie sash clip into fie frame. The
cables fasten to fie sash, providing |lft.
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Rose-Covered Trellis
I once owned a turn-of-the-

century Victorian home with a
wonderfwl front porch. From
my rocking chair I could say

hello to neighbors passing
by, and wile away euenings

watching kids race after each other
during kick-the-can contests. I also
enjoyed the climbing rose that cov-
ered a wire trellis on the west end
of the porch. The plant was always
overflowing with lush red blooms
and hardy green foliage, which
helped screen the porch from
harsh late afternoon sunlight.

The layout and shading needs of
the deck on the Worhbench house
are vastly different from those of
my old Victorian. But there are
good reasons to build a trellis, even
if the beauty of a climbing rose isn't
enough. For one thing, I wanted to
hide an unsightly air conditioning
compressor thafs next to the deck.
Second, positioning the trellis near
the compressor could partially
block out the deck from the street.

So with these benefits in mind, I
built a free-standing trellis using #2
Western red cedar purchased at
my local lumberyard. In addition

to the cedar, I
came up with the

idea of using cop
per plumbing pipe

in the design for the
trellis crossbars. In

time, the copper will
age to a mottled blue-

green color, adding
interesting contrast to
oil-finished cedar.

I did run my plans by the
folks over at Gardpn Gate"
magazine. They loved the
idea and assured me that as
long as the copper doesn't
contact the roots, a plant
will do fine on this trellis.

an
the
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Trellis Construction View
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Getting Storied
Once Igotthe green lightfrom the
gardening experts, I set out for the
building center (see the Trellis
Construction View). I selected the
straightest ten foot 4x4s I could
find, and chose 1x cedar that did
not have any large knots - those
could weaken the wood.

While you're at the building cen-
ter, pick up a clear exterior finish.

You'll need at least a quart to cover
the trellis with the recommended
three coats.

After returning home with your
building materials, the first order
of business is to get your tools
ready. You'll need a circular saw, a
hammer and chisel, a saber saw, a
hacksaw or tubing cutter, and a
drill. Oh, you'll also need a shovel
to dig the holes.
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Circular Saw Cutoff Guide
Using a sawing guide made of scrap plyruood
ensures that your cuts are straight and
square to the stock. Cutting a 45' angle at
one end of the guide will also allow you to cut
miters accurately.

Starting with the 4x4 posts, lay
out the rabbets and the dadoes (see

the Post Details). Adjust the foot
plate on your circular saw for a 34'L

deep cut, and make a pass at each
layout line to define the shoulders
of each joint (Figure 1). For dead-
on square cuts, I recommend build-
ing the jig shown in the Pro Tip.

After cutting the shoulders, make
a series of scoring cuts in each rab-
bet and dado. The closer together

Cut kerfs for the dadoes and rabbets using
your circular saw. The closer the cuts are,
the easier it is to remove the waste.

the cuts are, the easier it will be to
remove the rest of the waste.

Now grab a sharp chisel and a
hammer to knock out the remain-
ing waste (Figure 2). Chop the
waste about 1/8rr above the cheek of
each joint. That way you can avoid
having your chisel accidentally dig
deep into your wood. Once the
bulk of the waste is gone, use your
chisel to shave the dadoes and rab-
bets flat and level.

Use a chisel to clear away the waste
remaining in the joints. Pare down to the
saw blade depth to complete the job.

The Rqils
Following the rabbet and dado
cleanup, you can move on to the
rails. Rip your stock to width, if
necessary, and cut the four rails to
length. Then clamp them into posi-
tion on the posts. If you have any
trouble, use your chisel to enlarge
the rabbets or dadoes for a snug fit.

Make sure the top rails over-
hang the posts equally (see the
Rail Detail). then check the frame
for square and tighten the clamps.
Now lay out the bolt hole location
at each joint.

To drill accurate bolt holes, I fol-
lowed a multi-step process. First, I
drilled a hole at each location with
a 6rllong 1,/6'r diameter twist drill
bit (see the Drilling Detail). You
can purchase a long l,/arrbit at most
hardware stores. Drilling these
small holes pinpoints the bolt hole
locations on both sides of the trel-
lis assembly (see the Pilot Hole
Detail). The pilot holes then guide
the larger drill bits for the counter-
bores and bolt holes.

For drilling the counterbores, I
used a 7e'r spade bit (see the
Counterbore Detail). As for the
bolt holes, you may think that a
brad point will give you the best
results. In my experience, however,
a twist drill is better (see the Bolt
Hole Detail). With its blunter point,
a twist drill will center itself on the
/srr pilot holes you drilled earlier.
Using a 3/sn bit, drill from both
sides of the assembly so that the
holes meet in the middle.

Drilling The Trellis Bolt Holes
Rail Detail

Counterbore Detail Bolt Hole Detail

3/t" x12" x14"

3/4" x10" x4''

1* I -l $ center bott
6', I l'-j tocation on

Drill pilot hole with
a long 7a"-dia. bit.

i.l . '. .."\

Pilot Hole Detail
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Trammel
Detail

Position nail on
the midway mark.

Draw 41 " radius arc.

Mark the scrap
board midway
between the posts.

The tighter arcs at the ends of
the top rails are easy to draw with
a compass (see the Arc Detail).

Now you can disassemble the
trellis, clamp the rails into pairs,
and cut the curves with a saber
saw. Follow up with sandpaper to
smooth the edges.

Drilling More Holes
Building the trellis using only
portable power tools has its advan-
tages. I was able to do all the work
in my garage and backyard, and
avoided carrying long, heavy
stock into my shop.

After you cut all the dividers to
size, however, you maywant to use
a drill press to bore the holes for
the copper tubing. For those of
you who don't have a drill press, I
can assure you that I got very solid
results from a portable drill.

Begin bylaying outhole locations
on one divider (see the Divider
Detail on page 29). Next, to prevent
tearout, set that divider on a scrap
2x4 and drill the s/srr holes (Figure
3). Be sure you keep the drill
square to the stock. You might find
it helpful to set a square on the
divider to start each hole.

Drilling holes in the other
dividers and in the posts can now
be completed quickly and easily if
you use the first divider as a tem-
plate. lay the template on another

Arc Detail

dMder, making sure the ends and
edges are aligned, and set them on
the scrap 2x4. Drill the holes, then
repeat this procedure for the
remaining dividers.

As for the posts, you'll need to
draw starting lines before you can
clamp the template into position
(Figure 4). Next, lay the template

After laying out hole locations on fie first
diMder, drillfiem witr a brad point blt. A
square will help you drlll accurate holes.

Center fie divider template on fie post and
align ib top end wift he starting line. Now
you can drill fie holes in fie post.
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6" $ 4")
Radius

Use a compass to
lay out corner arcs. l

Wth tp posb and dls clamped hgefter, mark fie rise of fie arcs on the rails, Next, clamp a scrap board across ile assembly to provlde
a platform for he tammelh pivot while drawlng fie arc on fie hp rail, Then adjust he scrap board and dnaw fie arc on fte botbm rail,

Forming The Arcs
As long as the trellis is still assem-
bled, I suggest drawing the curved
cutout lines on one top rail and one
bottom rail. The radius for the arcs
is 41'r. There are a variety of tech-
niques for drawing an arc (see
Laying Out anArc on page 36). For
this project, I used a shopmade
trammel that served my purposes
just fine (see the Trammel Detail).

To make the trammel for draw-
ing these arcs, first cut a 45rllong
piece of scrap 2x2 stock for the
trammel beam. Next. drill a hole
near one end of the beam for the
pencil. Make sure the pencil fits
snugly in the hole. Now, drive a
nail through the beam 4ltt away
from the pencil. Don't knock your-
self out here - any arc radius
close to 4il will look just fine.

lay out the rise of the arcs on
the rails (see the Arc Detail). Then
clamp a piece of scrap wood across
the trellis assembly to support the
nail end of the trammel beam.
Mark the scrap board midway
between the posts. Now set the
pencil point on the rise lay out
mark you just made on the top rail,
and press the nail into the midway
line you just drew on the scrap
board. Draw the arc, then reposi
tion the scrap board and repeat the
procedure for drawing the arc on
the bottom rail.

Place pencil tip
on mark indicating
the top of the arc.
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on one post, aligning its top end
with the starting line. Center the
template on the width of the post,
clamp the stock together, and drill
the 1tlrtt-6""p holes. Follow this
procedure for the other post as well.

A Few More Detqils
Before assembling the trellis, you
need to complete a few more steps.
First, cut the copper pipe to length.
Use a tubing cutter if you have one,
otherwise a hacksaw works just

fine. I do recommend chamfering
the pipe ends so they slip into the
post holes easily (Figure 5).

Next, cut stock for the cap and
rout its bottom edges with a 'r/erl

roundover bit (see the Top Cap
Construction View and the
Roundover Detail). Use the same
bit to rout all the edges and ends of
the dividers, but switch to a 45o
chamfering bit to rout the edges of
the posts (see the Post Details).

After you compete the routing,
remove lettering on lhe pipe using
steel wool and lacquer thinner - be
sure to wear rubber gloves.

Finol Assembly
Earlier, you had most of the trellis
assembled while you drilled bolt
holes and drew the arcs, so you
know much of what lies ahead.

fuing Compound
For Copper
You may not want to wait
for your copper to age to a
beautiful green patina.
If that's the case, you can
apply a product that will
prematurely age the sur-
face of the pipe to get the
same effect.

I've used a liquid called Patina Green.
You have to make sure the copper is free
of grease, oil, and lacquer before you
brush on the liquid. A coat or two is
enough to react with the metal to give it
an aged look within three or four days,
instead of the year or so it takes for this to
occur naturally. To find out where you can
buy this product in your area call Modern
Options at (415) 252-5580.

Begin by driving the copper
pipes into the holes in one post.
Use a hammer, but protect the end
of the pipes with a piece of scrap
wood (Figure 6).

With the pipes installed in one
post, you can tap the dividers into
position. This takes time because
you have to work your way along
each divider to keep the progress
even. Once you have the dividers
spaced evenly, add the second post
to the assembly. Several bar
clamps will come in handy for forc-
ing the post onto all the copper
pipes at one time.

Now set the rails on the assem-
bly to see that the bolt holes still
align. Make any adjustments, Lap
the bolts into the holes. then run
the washers and nuts onto the bolts
to secure the rails to the posts.
Complete your trellis by screwing
the top cap to the top rails.

Digging the Holes
As I mentioned earlier, I applied
several coats of clear exterior fin-
ish to the cedar parts ofthe trellis.
After it dried, the one remaining
step was digging the holes and
sticking the trellis in the ground. I
decided not to use concrete for set-
ting the posts because I don't think
it's necessary in this case. And, to
tell you the truth, I wanted to
hedge my bets and allow for mov-
ing the trellis if the first location
proved to be a bad choice.

Top rail 
\ \-,

Roundover Detail

Top Cap Construction View

Wrap 120-grit sandpaper around a wood
block and chamfer the ends 0f each pipe.
Chamfers ease the pipe installation.

Protect the pipe with a wood block while
tapping them into the post holes. Make
sure the pipes are fully seated in the holes.

Of course, my trellis project
wasn't complete without a climb-
ing rose. So I rushed out to a near-
by nursery and selected a rose
with red blooms. later, after the
rose is well established, I know I'll
be hard pressed to choose between
that old Victorian porch and this
charming deck setting. tffi

- Top cap
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Outdoor Glues
When I chose Western red
cedar for the deck railing

at the Workbench house, I
knew what to expect from
the wood. Picking out the
right glue was a dffirent

story, because the choices weren't
as clear. When I turned to the
manufacturers for some help with
the basics, here's what I learned.

Just as you wouldn't consider a
jointer plane and a block plane
interchangeable, you have to think
about glues as specific tools, not
just goop that gums up your sand-
ing belts or gets used up like stain
or screws. All adhesives have
what's called a task range, a set of
duties they're designed to perform
under certain conditions. Respect

those limits and your woodwork-
ing projects will live long and pros-
per, all else being equal. Ignore
them and you may be remem-
bered for creating some of the
world's most expensive kindling.

There are always variables built
into assembling any project -
wood species, joinery, the type of
fasteners involved, if any, and the
likelihood of future wood move-
ment from normal moisture
cycles. Throw exterior use into
that mix and your headaches
grow, because exposure to the ele-
ments can undo work that would
easily survive indoors.

When I first started working
with wood, yellow and white PVA
(polyvrnyl acetate)glues were all I
knew. Even today, yellow glue can
handle almost all of my furniture
projects, but I've learned that

Adhesion, Specifically

Wile the mechanical bonding of
glue inside wood pores does con-
tribute to the strength of a glue
joint, it's not nearly enough to do
that much work. The real muscle
comes from chetnical bonding,
hnown as specific ad.hesion.

Wen this occurs, chains of
adhesiue molecules (called poly
rnerl become intertwined with
rnolecular chains in the wood
hlso called polymers). With
more durable exterior glues,
these microscopic bonds can
cross-link and become so corn-
plex that water and other sol-
uents can't unrauel them, so the
wood stays put desfite the weath-
er Euen for the chemists who for-
mulate adhesiues, the process
remains a bit of a mystery.
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some materials and applications,
such as plastic laminates or wood
veneers, require something better
suited to the task, and that's really
true for exterior projects.

Resistance to water is the most
obvious virtue of an exterior glue,
but that's only part of the job
description. Outdoor wood doesn't
just get wet. It also dries out and
gets wet again. It bakes and
freezes, shrinks and swells, and
generally gets no respect from the
elements. You can't always control
how wood gets treated after it
leaves the relative safety of the
shop, but you can give it a fighting
chance by knowing what adhe
sives to use and why. To that end,
here's a look at the most common
and practical solutions for home
shop woodworkers.

Gross-Linking PVA's
Yellow glue, commonly known as
aliphatic resin glue, is descended
from white glue but formulated to
develop tack more quickly and
resist creep (the tendency for
wood joints to move due to flexi-
bility in the glue). Exterior PVA
glues, like Elmer's Weather-Tite
and Franklin's Ti,tebond II, are
another variation on this theme.
They behave a lot like regular yel-
low glue, so the learning curve is
virtually nonexistent.

Cross- PV.{s

These glues are known as cross-
linking PVAs because of the way
they form bonds (see Adhesion,
Specifically on the preceding
page). They're nontoxic and for-
mulated to be water-resistant. not
waterproof - a distinction also rel-
evant for other types of exterior
wood glues. Continuous immer-
sion or below-thewaterline marine
use are off-limits, but PVAs are
fine for outdoor furniture, cutting
boards, and other.items that get
just an occasional soaking, espe
cially if mechanical fasteners are
used to reinforce the joinery. Gap
filling properties are negligible.

One-Port Polyurethones
Polyurethane adhesives (shown
above) are the new kids on the
glue block, and the subject of both
hype and confusion. Developed in
Europe as an alternative to epox-
ies, they hold up well in immersion
tests and are promoted as water-
proof, but that designation reflects
a standard that isn't used in North
America. The U.S. Forest
Products l^aboratory (FPL) in
Madison, Wisc., is currently con-
ducting its own tests, and so far
has said only that polyurethanes
are not rated for structural bonds,
the kind necessary for glue-lami-
nated beams and other high-stress
architectural elements.

Polytrrethanes

Aside from excellent water-
resistance, polyurethane glue has
other virtues. Open time is gener-
ous, the glue expands and fills
small gaps as it cures, and the
dried residue sands and machines
away easily without clogging abra-
sives or damaging cutting tool
edges. It will bond wood, metal,
stone, ceramic, glass, and some
plastics, and far from interfering
with the glue bond, the presence
of water actually helps the adhe
sive cure. It's also tolerant of tem-
perature swings and doesn't inter-
fere with stains or finishes.

Drawbacks include higher cost
than PVA glues, an isocyanate
component that can cause respira-
tory or skin reactions, and clamp
ing times of up to 5 hours. (Excel
Xpress, a gel glue with a 4Gminute
clamp time, is an exception.)

hro-Port Adhesives
The required mixing and relatively
high cost of resorcinol adhesives
and of epoxies might be draw-
backs to their regular use, espe
cially when a lesser glue will do.
But when a wood assembly
absolutely has to stay together
under extreme conditions, nothing
else can boast the track record of
these two workhorses.

Part liquid resin and part pow-
dered catalyst, resorcinol glue
undergoes an intensive chemical

It

tinking

tI
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reaction as it cures, producing a
complex chemical bond that's
impervious to water and most
common solvents. Resorcinol
requires a minimum working tem-
perature of 70'F and long clamp
times, but the FPL says for contin-
uous immersion in water and for
strucfural bonds, no other wood
adhesive currently available
matches its performance.

Epoxies rival resorcinol in their
ability to produce a waterproof
bond, and some types designed for
marine use even cure under water!
They can also be formulated to
harden in as little as five minutes,
though this short set time can

sometimes compromise the bond
strength. Disadvantages include
high cost and toxic fumes.

Speciolty Adhesives
If standard categories don't seem
appropriate for a given project,
specialty adhesives might have the
properties you're looking for.

Cyanoacrylates (such as Super
Glue) excel at waterproof bonds
on tiny surface areas, but the brit-
tle glue line doesn't tolerate wood
movement well. For detailed inlay
gluing, especially of non-wood
materials, they're a useful tool.

Construction adhesives (com-
monly packaged in caulking car-

fidges) are usuallyused alongwith
nails or screws to secure decking,
plywood sheathing, and other mate
rials. These adhesives also bond to
masonry and to ferrous metals.
Although they provide instant tack,
curing fully can take days.

Also, there are products like
Weldbond, a proprietary PVA glue
and sealer formulated for exterior
use on wood, stone, concrete, and
other materials.

With these and other adhesives.
respect their limits and choose
appropriate applicafions. Always
read the label to learn what the
product is designed to do and
under what conditions. t[

Glue Type I Working I Time* | Time

Good water resistance;
inexoensive: nontoxic,

Excellent water resistance; works

Forms waterproof structural
bonds; mixing required; emits

Forms waterproof bonds; good
gap filler; emits hazardous fumes.

Very fast setting; brittle joints;
good for small repairs and inlay,

For availability of these types of adhesives, see the source list at right.
*0pen Time begins when the glue is applied and ends when it stafts to set up.

Sources:
. AmBel Corp./Excel (polyurethane);

call (800) 779-3935
r Chemrex/PL (polyurethane);

call (800) 433-951 7
o DAP/Beecham Inc. (PVA and resorcinol);

call (800) 634-8382
. Devcon (epoxy);

call (800) 933-8266
. Elmers Products Inc. (PVA, polyurethane,

and cyanoacrylate); call (800) 948-9400
r Frank Ross & Sons (Weldbond);

catt (416)282-1107
. Franklin Int'1./Iitebond (PVA, polyurethane);

call (800) 347-4583
. Gorilla Group (polyurethane);

call (800) 966-3458
. Loctite Corp.Avood Wizard (polyurethane);

call (800) 562-8483
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Ia 1trng Out anArc
A straight line may be the choosing amons these tools

shortest d,istance betw een two il,l#"*".ffi :#?Y" :':":;
Points, but an arc is a much phrase that means the common-

lnore scenic route. And, when :^ffi::::3::l"tlffitjif,#]'
you select the curved path, you So I'm not saying that any tool is
have a wide variety of choices. better than the rest- no single one

You can draw arcs with commer- willmeetallyourneeds. Instead, ifs
cially available tools, fike the exam- really a matter of balancing the size
ples in the photo. Or you can apply of the job and the need for precision
easy-tebuild shopmade solutions. with your budget.

Where To Gefem
I General N0.842 spring-bow compass, about $5, and model 524 trammel point
set, $1 2,25, widely available at hardware stores or contact General Tools
Manufacturing, Inc,, 80 White St., New York, NY 1 001 3; or cail (21 2) 431 -61 00.
I Quick Corner templates, $19.95 plus $3 shipping, for a set of four (inctuding a
chamfer template not photographed), contact Streamline Manufacturing, 21 0 E. 1 000
So., Brigham City, UT 84302; or call (801)723-8665.
I Rotring model 530-1 36 bow compass with extension bar, about $30.75, at draft-
ing and art-supply stores, or contact Koh-l-Noor, 100 North St., Bloomsbury NJ
08804; or call (800) 877-31 65.
I Precision Trammel Set model PT-1, $210, contact Bridge City Tool Works, Inc.,
1104 NE 28 Ave., Portland, 0R97232, or call (800)253-3332.
f Beam Compass Kit No, 769100, $5.95 + shipping, cail Woodsmith, (800)444-T527 .
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Store-boughr Tools
The least expensive style of arc
tool I would recommend is a
spring bow compass. The threaded
adjustnent mechanism finetunes
a setting and holds it reliably to
draw circles up to 8rr in diameter.

The Rotring bow compass with
extension bar is the next step up in
capacity, enabling you to easily
draw circles up to 18rr in diameter.
The draftsman-quality fit and finish
of its components make it accurate.

For even larger circles, you can
use trammel points. The Bridge
City set (top in photo) has a
one meter (39.37r) beam. The
Woodsmith 24tt beam compass
(middle) is built from a kit. The
General model 524 (bottom) fea-
tures two heads that fit onto a
wood or metal strip you provide.

The colorful plastic Quick
Corner templates offer a fast way
to draw various-sized arcs at the
corners of your workpieces.
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Tope Meosure Circles
A carpenter friend of mine recently
demonstrated an easy way to use a
Lape measure as a compass. At the
pivot point, drive a box or common
nail (7d size or smaller), and use its
head to catch the slot in your tape
measure's hook. (I've always won-
dered what that slot was for.) Hold
your pencil against the tape at the
desired radius to draw the arc.

Hqrdboqrd Strip Trommel
For more precision, you can make
a trammel from a |Lwide strip of
1/srLthick hardboard. Drill one 1/srl

hole for the pivot point and another
1/+" hole at each desired radius.
This setup is particularly helpful
for drawing a series of arcs or cir-
cles that are concentric (with the
same centerpoint). The jig costs
nearly nothing to make, is easily
stored on a nail, and is durable
enough for repeated use.

Two Noils Wirh Strip
For some projects, you need to cre-
ate a smooth arc of a specified rise
between two points. The plans usu-
ally don't tell you the radius of the
circle - and I suppose that calcu-
lating it would require some fancy
math skills.

Here I opt for the low-tech route,
tapping nails at the end points and
springing a metal rule or thin strip
of wood between them to reach the
arc's high point. But this method
has its drawbacks - sometimes
there's no place to drive the nails,
and it can be hard to spring a
smooth curve while drawing it at
the same time. To overcome those
shortcomings, I designed an arc jig.

Yqrdsfick/Turnbuckle
I made my arc jig from a yardstick,
nylon string, and a turnbuckle.
Center the adjustment holes in the
yardstick so the tension won't twist
the wood. Cut slots with a coping
saw to catch the knotted string.
The adjustment holes allow you
match the jig to your needs, and
the turnbuckle provides micro-
adjustable precision.'F

Tape Measure and Nail

Hold pencil
against tape
to draw arc,

Use a 7d nail as

Nail head
engages slot
in tape hook

Hardboard Strip Trammel

t4

Two Nails With Strip

Yardstick With Turnbuckle

Saw kerf captures
knotted nylon line

Drill /a" adjustment
holes 2" apart ;

knot line
as needed

7-Adjustment holes -=,
v t."e +\Stot F- 2"----l
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Heirloom Baby Crib
In today's woild, it seems that
many people are dedicated to
making things so fast and so

cheap that nearly euerything is
auailable in a disposable uer-
sion. You can buy throwaway

cameras, contact lenses, flash-
lights, paintbrushes, and razors.

But there are occasions when
fast and cheap fall far short of the
mark. Welcoming a baby into the
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family is one of those times. And
building a crib for that baby is a
chance to make something spe-
cial. Taking pains to use first-rate
materials and quality craftsman-
ship will ensure that your gift lasts
for generations.

Gef Your Hqrdwqre Firsl
The hardware for this project per-
mits either side to drop down (see
the Crib Construction View). I
considered having only on side
move, but the few dollars I could

have saved would only introduce
complications. For example, the
sides would no longer be identical,
which would mean fewer stan-
dardized machining operations.
Besides, an heirloom project like
this crib will be in the family long
into the future. So investing in ver-
satile hardware makes solid sense.

Whatever hardware you choose,
it's a good idea to have it on hand
before you start construction.
Thatway, you'llbe certain that the
final assembly will go smoothly.



Crib Consiluction View
OVERALL SIZE:45" x3411+" x 56e/ro"

a
Crib rod

sorino -

What You'll Need
Lumber

16 bd. ft. of 8/4 Maple
9 bd. ft. of.4/AMaple
1 bd. ft. of 8/4 Cherry
1bd.ft. of4/4Cherry

Hardware

This project is based upon the
hardware available in the kit
described in the upper right cor-
ner of this page. Have your
hardware on hand before begin-
ning this project to verif
dimensions as needed.

B A B Y  C R I B  H A R D W A R E
A kit has been assembled for this pro-
ject that includes all of the hardware
needed to complete this crib with dou-
bledrop gates.
Ordernumber  3304100. . . . .  . . . .

plus shipping and handling.

s79.95

To order. call Workbench at (800)31 f-3994.

..- Gate assembly
For details, see the
Gate Construction
View on page 45.

Other Considerotions
Every project made for children
requires careful attention to safef
issues. And with a crib, those con-
cerns are absolutely vital. The
United States Consumer Product
Safety Commission publishes
guidelines for the design and con-
struction of cribs. You can be sure
that I studied them thoroughly
before putting pencil to paper
designing this project.

The guidelines cover such
detailed items as the strength and
spacing of the slats, the height of
the mattress, and the make-up of

For details, see the
End Assembly

View on page 40.

+

the posts. Therefore, I'11 warn you

against altering this design unless
you thoroughly research the sub-
ject yourself.

In addition to the construction, a
crib also needs a durable finish to
stand up to the demands of an
active child. So I applied five coats
of General Finishes wipe-on var-
nish, then topped it with two coats
of furniture-grade paste wax.

You don't need to use a special
food-grade finish for this project.

Since the banning of lead from the
painting scene, all modern finish-
es are non-toxic when fully cured.

iffi
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End Construction View

Top cap --=!
3/a" xj!z,'x341/q"

Mortise Detail

lt%
I A
t t

3/c"

e/a"

Lower end rail
For details. see Lower End Rail
Construction View on page 42.

Stqrr Wirh the Legs
To get started on my crib, I ripped
four legs to width, then cut them to
length (see the End Construction
View). Next. I laid out the mortise
locations on one face of each leg
(see the Mortise Detail).

I formed the mortises by using
an edge guide with my plunge
router and a carbide up-cutting
spiral bit (Figure 1). Unlike regu-
lar bits that chop the wood, spiral

bits cut with a shearing action that
produces smooth mortise walls.
As an added bonus, spiral bits pull
the chips out of the mortise.

Before squaring the rounded
corners of the mortises, take a few
minutes to sharpen your chisel.
Paring maple end grain with a
freshly-honed chisel is a joy. A dull
chisel, on the other hand, just
makes it hard work.

My crib design calls for tapering
the bottom ofeach leg (Fieure 2).
After laying out the tapers (on the
mortised sides only), bandsaw
them to shape, then plane and
sand them smooth.

At this point, it's easy to use a
drill press for boring all the pilot
holes in the legs for the hardware
(see the Drilling Detail). If you
wait until after assembling the legs
with other parts, you'Il have to use
a portable drill - a much less
accurate operation. These pilot
holes must be square to the legs to
guarantee the success of the hard-
ware installation later on.

To complete the legs, I routed a
t/arr roundover along the edges of
each one. I then sanded the legs to
final smoothness, and carefully set
them aside.

Upper End Roils
I decorated each side ofthe upper
end rails with five pyramid-shaped
blocks set into square mortises
(see the Upper End Rail
Construction View). Although this
involves several steps, none of
them is particularly difficult. And

Upper end rail
For details, see
Upper End Rail

Construction View
on page 41.

End slat
3/e" x13/e" x23Y2"

Rout 7q"
roundover
on edges.

Leg
13/t" x2%" x435/e"

Carefully center the mortises in fte widtrr of
the legs. I used a 3/e" up-cutting spkal bit
for fast cutting and efficient chip ejection.

Bandsawing is a quick way to hper the
legs. Cut just to fie waste side of fte lay-
out line, fien plane and sand t0 fie mark.

Drilling Detail

7/e" hole
7/a" deep.

Four
3/8" x7/16tt-

deep relief
holes.

Three
/a" x 1 "-deep
pilot holes,

Zo" holes,
%" deep.

7a" holes,
1 " deep.
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I've found ways that will make the
job easier for you. You'll have to
work carefully to achieve precise
fits, but I think the results are
worth the effort.

There are two essential factors
for making the mortises. The first
is cutting oversized 34il , 4rf ar x 29r
pieces for the upper end rails, and
ripping each into three sections
(see the Upper End Rail Detail). I
ripped each section slightly wider
than its finished dimension to
allow for jointing the edges. Take
care to joint the sections to their
exact widths.

The second key factor is making
a jig to cut the rail mortises (see
the Step & Repeat Jig). This jig

will space the mortises evenly and
allow you to cut them to a consis-
tent width.

Now cut the jig face and the
indexing key, then set these parts
aside and install a Vsrr dado blade.

Cut the first pairs of dadoes in
each center section (Figure 3).
Make sure the outside edges of
these cuts are precisely \3/qtt apart
- this determines the accuracy of
all the mortises.

Returning to the jig. cut a 3/sr'-

wide dado in the jig face, and glue
the indefng key into it. Screw the
jig face to your miter gauge with
the key exactly 23/qtt from the
blade (Figure 4). This sets the
spacing between the mortises.

Use the jig to cut the edges of the
mortises (Figure 5). Then remove
the jig and clean out the remaining
waste with the dado blade.

Cut the first dadoes so that their outside
edges are exactly 1 3/4" apart. Make test
cuts in scrap stock t0 get the set-up right.

Upper End Rail Construction View
- Top section

Upper End Rail Detail

Center Section Details
Front View

Step & Repeat Jig

ll-|J \
Center section /

3a" x13/a" x283A"

' - '13/q"

T )
Y

L

I uo"

Indexing key
y4( xg/Br x3r 23/q"

The spacing from the dado blade to the key
is another critical measurement. Screw the
step-and-repeat jig to your miter gauge.

Screw lig face
miter gauge.

Use the jig to make cuts on both sides of
the center section. Then remove the jig, and
cut the waste to comolete the dadoes.

\ilorkbench I August 1997

Cut tenons after gluing
blank back together. -\

<-__- 73/8" -1pt^"

on th9 key to make
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l.ower End Rail Consfruction View
Filler blocks

s7s" xs/a" x13/t"

Groove
3/a" wide xs/+" deep

Clamp a stop block to your wooden miter
gauge extension. This method helps ensure
that all the tenons are identical.

Lower End Rqils
After cutting mortises for the pyra-
mids in the center sections, care-
fully glue the three sections of
each upper end rail back together.
Make sure all surfaces are flush
while you're tightening the clamps.

\4hile the glue dries on the
upper end rail assemblies, rip stock
for the lower end rails (see the
Lower End Rail Construction
View). later, when the upper end
rails are ready, cut all the end rails
to lensth at the same time. Be sure

you center the pyramid mortises in
the upper end rails.

Machining tenons on the ends of
the rails (see the lnwer End Rail
Detail) is easily accomplished after
clamping a stop block to a wooden
miter gauge extension (Figure 6). I
like this set-up because it helps pre-
vent tearout. In the interest of effi-
ciency, ur" u :/srr-wide dado blade
for cutting the tenons, because in a
few minutes you'll be plowing /srr-
wide grooves for the slats.

Cut the tenon cheeks first, then
adjust the blade height and cut the
shoulders (Figure 7). After com-
pleting the tenons, plow the
grooves for the slats (Figure 8).

Iaying out the arc on the lower
end rails can be done in a variety
of ways (see lnying Out an Arc on
page 36). I chose to use a jig made
with a yardstick and turnbuckle
(Figure 9). tay out the arc, then
bandsaw both pieces at the same
tirne by holding them together
with double-faced tape. Cut just

outside the line, then refine the
curve with a sanding drum.

When I tried to separate the
rails, I founcl that the tape had
stuck more strongly than I expect-
ecl. Insteacl of resorting to brute
force, I dripped lacquer thinner
into the seam between the rails. It
loosened the tape's grip enough for
me separate the pieces of wood.

After routing roundovers along
a few edges of the upper and lower
end rails (see the Construction
Views), I sanded these parts and
set them aside.

--------
--/\

! Lowerend rail
s/4" x5" x283/4''

I-ower End Rail Detail

f

5"

Y

lffi
r!l

s/q" 1 17a" Height of arc at center.

Raise the dado blade height to 3/+", and
make the shoulder cuts to comolete the
tenons on the upper and lower end rails.

\Workbench I August 1997

Leave the height of the 3/s" dado blade
unchanged. Position the rip fence to center
the groove in the upper and lower end rails.

Lay out he arc on one of the lower rails,
then use double{aced tape to join bofi rails.
Bandsaw, sand, and separate fie parb.

turnbuckle
and string to

llex yardstick.
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Moss-prcduce the Slots
Making the slats is an assembly-
line operation, and once you find
the rhythm, the job goes surpris-
ingly fast (see the Slat Details).

Instead of using 3/arr-thick stock
for the slats, I ripped 3/s'Lthick slats
from a l3larlthick plank. I did this
for two reasons. First. thick mater-
ial is more readily available than
3/srr stock, and because I have a
thickness planer, milling the wood
down to the correct thickness was
no obstacle. And second, the
straight-grained slats that come off
the plank are generally stronger
than the plain-sawn slats I would
probably get from thin stock.

To begin, cut enough 30rllong
sections ofyour thick plank for all
the slats, plus a few extra.
Thickness-plane the sections to
13/srr-thick, then prepare to rip
slats from the stock. I recommend
using your band saw, instead of
the table saw, to rip this stock. I
don't have an industrial-sized table
saw, and have learned over the
years that ripping thick maple
strains the motor's limits, and
sometimes leaves burn marks. A
band saw, on the other hand, rips
efficiently with less horsepower.

Set your band saw's rip fence to
cut slats 1/rorr thicker than the final
3/arLthickness. This allows for
thickness-planing the pieces to
their final dimension. Rip a slat off
each edge of each section, then
run the edges of the plank stock
over the jointer to re-estab-
lish flat surfaces for
the next set

of ripping cuts. I cut fifty-two slats
following this procedure.

When thickness-planing the
slats, I was having trouble with
snipe at the end of each piece. I
discovered that feeding a second
slat into the planer just before the
back end of the first one passed
under the cutterhead helps elimi-
nate the problem. If your thick-
ness planer won't let you run slats
side-by-side, try running them
end-to-end to reduce snipe.

Tesr-fir fhe Slots
I was glad that I made a few spare
slats because some were ruined
when the thickness planer chipped
out unruly grain. But I found a
good use for the damaged materi-
al. It was perfect for the fillers, so I
ripped them to width, then cross-
cut them to length (Fisure 10).

After crosscutting slats to length
for the end assemblies, mock up
the assemblies to see if all the
parts fill the upper and lower end
rail grooves from end to end. In my
case, itworked out. Butif you need
to make adjusffnents, cut four filler
strips that are slighfly longer or
shorter than the others. and use
them at each end of the grooves.

To allow lots of time during the
glueup of the end assemblies, I
used polyurethane glue, which is
slow-setting. By using the glue
sparingly you'll avoid the mess of

End Assembly Detail

excesslve squeeze
out. Denatured alco-
hol is the usual
clean-up solvent for
polyurethane adhe
sive - check your
glue bottle's label to
be sure.

Spread glue in the
rail grooves, then
slip the slats and
fillers into position.
Then put glue in the
leg mortises and
mount the legs on
the rail tenons. Snug
the joints with pipe
clamps, and use a
framing square to check the assem-
bly before letting it dry (see the
End Assembly Detail). To avoid
damaging the posts, I recommend
using softwood clamping pads.

tbe a pencil b keep your flngers safely auay
from fie blade wtpn cufrng fie frllens, A
sbp block ensures ldenflcal lengb paft,

Check assembly with
framing square.

Alternating clamps above
and below assembly

keeps it llat.

Slat Details

d Slat

, f)17e"

ur
ll,L,

!l

Gate Slat
l7a"f) |

ll
l!

il End

[-l r
l||
ililt

Clamping pad
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Cap Construction View

Top cap (maple)
3/t" x3lz" x34%"

Top ond Bottom Cops
Before moving on to the gates, you
might as well complete the end
assemblies. After all you only have
the caps and pyramids remaining.

The caps are made up of two
pieces (see the Cap Construction

Shnd he top end cap on edge to rout fie
roundovers at fie comers. A back-up block
prevenb tearout where fie bit exih fte wood.

Pyramid Details

tffi"W
F 1u4"_1

/e" Roundover
on top and bottom
edges and ends.

Bottom cap
(cherry)

5/e" x3" x32Y2

View). The top cap is 3/4rr-thick

maple, and the bottom cap is s/stt-

thick cherry. I planed the bottom
cap stock to the proper thickness,
then ripped and crosscut all the
cap stock to size.

Routing the edges of the top and
bottom caps requires three sizes
of roundover bits: l/arr, r/+tt, and
1/2". Use your router table for all
these operations.

Begin with the r/+tt roundover
bit to rout each corner ofthe top cap.
To do this, stand the top cap on
edge while pushing the corners
through the bit (Figure 11).
Profiling the rest of the top and
bottom cap edges with the other
roundover bits is routine work.

Sand the top and bottom caps,
then attach the bottom caps to the
top edge of each end assembly. Be

sure to drill counterbored pilot
holes for the screws, and I recom-
mend using glue on the joints as
well. Once the bottom caps are
secure, glue the top caps to the
bottom caps, carefully centering
and clamping them into position.

Shoping the Pyromids
Making the decorative pyramids
from end-grain cherry provides a
rich contrast with the pale maple
used to make the rest of the crib
(see the Pyramid Details).

To safely make the pyramids,
start with a piece of perfectly
squared-up cherry about 30rr long.
It's important that this piece is
square so it fits the mortises you
cut earlier in the upper end rails.

Use your table saw to cut the
bevels that form the pyramids
(Figure 12). Before each pass
through the blade, butt the end of
the cherry stock against the setup
block clamped to the rip fence.
Rotate the stock one-quarter turn
before each cut. Cut both ends of
the cherry stock the same way.

Now separate the pyramids from
the blank using your band saw
(Figure 13). Here again, a setup
block gives you consistent results.

You can then go back to your
table saw and shape another pair
of pyramids, and so on until you
have the 20 that you need.

Sand the pyramids lightly - to
preserve their crisp faces and snug
fit - then glue them into the upper
rail mortises. Use glue sparingly to
avoid having any squeeze out.

?
t
,

P/d\

Tilt your blade 15" to cut pyramids on botr
ends of a 1 370" 1 '1314" x 30" Chefry blank,
For safety, keep blade projection minimal,

Bandsaw fie ryramid bloda fiom fte blan[
fien repeat. use a set-up blockb lettp pan
fall fee, wffiout binding aglnst $e funce.

{wE#

Pyramid blank
13/a" x13/a" x30"
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Gqte Assemblies
The gates are the last remaining
assemblies to construct. Begin by
ripping and crosscutting the upper
and lower rails for each gate (see
the Gate Construction View).
Then drill a 3/srr-diameter hole
near the end of each rail for the
crib rods (see the Hole Detail). To
prevent splintering, you can cham-
fer the rim of each hole with a
countersink bit. Next, use a dado
blade to plow a groove in each rail
for the slats and fillers.

The shape of the teething rail
requires that the top edge of the
upper gate rails be rounded over
(see the Roundover Detail). I
chose to rout the bottom edge of
the lower rails in the same fashion.
Chuck a 1,/zrr roundover bit in your
router table and set the bit so only
3/srr of its cutting edge is above the
table (Figure 14). Then set up a
fence on your router table and rout
the partial roundovers.

The teething rails also require a
set of kerfs in both upper gate rails
(see the Kerf Detail) . Set your table
saw fence and blade height, and cut
the shallow kerfs (Figure 15).
Avoid making the fit of the teething
rails too tight - adding a few coats
of finish can change the fit.

Wropping Up
Crosscut all the gate slats to
length, then cut the fillers to
length. You'll need eight end fillers
25/Btt-long to use at each end of the
gate assemblies - the rest are

Gate Slats
3/a" x13/e" x26"

End filler
31s" ys/a" X25/ar

Lower gate rail
3/t" x'13A" x5D/e"

13/+rr long.
Test-fit the slats and fillers in the
rails, and re-cut the end fillers if
the assemblies aren't quite right.
You might find, as I did, that an
extra set of hands is helpful during
this assembly process.

Provided that the gates are just
the way you want them, you can
tear down the assemblies in order
to glue them together permanent-
ly. Once you have them reassem-
bled, check for square before
tightening the clamps. After
removing the clamps, use a hand-
held drill to extend the crib rod
holes through the end fillers.

Sand the crib up to 220-grit
paper before you do the finishing.
I wiped-on five coats of varnish,

Hole Detail

E-.o ̂ .1
I rod hole Ff_-j I
l - - l l

lw l l
f--l

To rout fie top edges of fie upper rails, and
fie bottom edges of fte lower rails, set fie
fence so it's flush wih fie bit's bearing.

Position the 1/e"-deep kerfs so he teefiing
rails can easily fit onto fie upper rails. Cut
a test piece first to ensure a good fit,

Gate Consfruction View

--..'...----=a

Roundover
Detail

then installed the hardware (see
the Hardware Assembly Detail).
With the first click of the gate
shoes against the stabilizing bars,
your heart will leap with pride. A
job well done makes all the effort
worthwhile.t[

Hardware Assembly Detail

Kerf Detail
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Sure-footed Sawhorse
Of the many lessons home

improuement projects haae
taught rne, one of the most

enduri,ng has to be a respect for
graaity. The "instructors" haue

colne in aari,ous guises, from
annoying paint runs to a serious fall
from a ladder, but a pair of collaps
ing sawhorses once drove the
point home unmistakably.

In the interest of saving time
and money, I bought a set of metal
sawhorse brackets and nailed
them to 2x4 legs and crossbars. It
was obvious from the start that
these sawhorses weren't very
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rigid, but I just wanted something
"quick and dirty."And thafs exact-
ly what I ended up with. After I
stacked a few dozen plywood cabi-
net sides into a towering load on
the horses, I reached to shut the
table saw off. As the whir of the
blade faded, I heard an ominous
creaking sound - the kind nails
make when they're saying good-
bye to wood - then turned to
watch the entire stack of material
tumble onto the floor as the
sawhorses collapsed.

At first I blamed the mishap on
cheap hardware, but the fault was
really mine. I took those beasts of
burden for granted, mistaking
their simple task for an easy one.

Nowadays I pay a lot more atten-
tion to sawhorse design. My latest
model has some of my favorite fea-
tures - a replaceable top plate, a
lower shelf for keeping my power
tools off the ground, and knock-
down constuction for portability.

The fundamental requiremenf
of course, is to hold a lot of weight
safely. All good sawhorse designs
meet this goal head-on, and sever-
al techniques help out here - cut-
ting deep notches for interlocking
lap joints, using bolts to cinch the
assembly tight so the knock-down
feature won't mean a sloppy fit,
and laminating some key parts
with hardboard to avoid stress fail-
ures along the wood grain.



Sawhorse Construction View
0VERALL SIZE: 21" x 38" x 301/2" Top plate

1/2" x3Vz" x38"

L Hex head bolt
5/6" x 6''

Top gusset
13/+" xlVz" xlVz"

(2x fir stock laminated with
7a" tempered hardboard)

SAWHoRSE
A kit has been assem-
bled for this projecl It
includes the knobs,
screws, nuts, bolts, and
washers for making
two sawhorses.
Order nmber
s r04200. . . . . . . . . . . .310 .95
To order, csll Worbach
at (800)31r-3994.

:*-*--{

Bail assembly
1 3 1 4 " x 4 " x 3 6 "

(2x fir stock laminated with
7e" tempered hardboard)

Bottom gusset
13A" x5/2" x16"

Legs
1Vz" x3Vz" x30"

#8 x 15le"

Shelf
3/l'x113/n" x38"

(plywood)

Flat washef
S/rc"

Fender washer
5Aa" l.D. x'llz'l

(2x fir stock laminated with
7e" tempered hardboard)

Gusset Details
, Top Gusset
+ 13l/'\ r15. I flrsza"-2"|  / l l t  Fn
-I, svs'fr -

-  r  . -5nanx
<-5Vz"4t \hot,

<-16|r-, ______>

Moke The Lqminotions First
The glue on the laminated compo-
nents needs time to set, so start
with those first. Each pair of hors-
es requires four rails. If you can
find reasonably flat 2x10 Douglas
fir, it's simpler to laminate the
hardboard onto the full width
(Figure 1), then rip the individual
pieces to size (Figure 2).

T-nut 5lo "

Wing knob sl6"

You'll also need to laminate
some additional stock for the gus-
sets. Again I used an oversize
blank so I could cut the assembly
to size later. The small size and
angled ends of the top gussets
don't leave much room to cut the
notches safely (see the Gusset
Details), so I drew layout lines for
each pair onto a single wide blank,

alternating the angled edges. This
saved material and allowed me to
cut the notches before sawing the
gussets apart. The bottom gus-
sets, on the other hand, are larger
and easier to handle, so I went
ahead and trimmed their ends at a
15' angle. A simple jig fastened to
the table saw's miter gauge helped
control the cut (Figure 3).

When you laminate he hardboard skins
onh fte rail and gusset stoc( use clamp-
ing cauls to distibute the pressure evenly,

Rip fie rails from $e overcized glued-up
blank. Cupped 0r twisted stock may require
multiple passes to produce square edges.

Wifi a simple positioning jig fastened to
your miter gauge, you can safely fim fte
ends of each gusset at a 15o angle.
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Deep Notches Are Next
Wittr all the laminated parts glued
up and cut to size (except the top
gusset blanks), you can cut the
notches for the interlocking join-
ery. The 2rr depth is beyond the
reach of most dado blades, includ-
ing mine, so I just made multiple
passes with a standard 10rr blade.
Each pair of sawhorses requires 16
of these notches - not really
enough to warrant building an
involved jig, but more than I want-
ed to mess with for layout marking.
I avoided both chores by first cut-
ting the inside and outside shoul-
ders of each notch using the rip
fence as a stop, then I moved the
fence away and cut the rest of the
waste (Figure 4). After you
machine the notches in your top
gusset blanks, cut them apart using
the same jig you used to trim the
angled ends on the bottom gussets.

About halfway through this pro-
ject I did some head-scratching
over whether a glued-up block of
3/a'Lthick plywood would have
been better material for the gus-
sets. As it turned out, the 2xstock
covered with Ysrr hardboard is
plenty strong, and keeping the
stretchers and gussets the same
thickness makes cutting the
notches simpler. If you really want
to build in more beef, you can lam-
inate a plywood sandwich and
hardboard skins together for the
best of both worlds - added
strength and stability plus consis-
tent dimensions.

Drill for Hordwore
After I tested the joints for a snug
fit, I set up my drill press to bore
holes for the knock-down hard-
ware. For me. this feature is the
icing on the cake, because it locks
everything together tightly but
doesn't forfeit portability.

Stafi with the stretchers, which
must be counterbored for the bolt
heads and the T-nuts (Figure 5).
Then drill a 3/srr through-hole for
the bolt shanks. The counterbore
inside the center of each notch,
where the T-nut nests, is more of a

\Torkbench r August 1997

Posttoning fie rip fence as an end shp leh
you mala $e oubide cuh for fie nofuhes;
a few cloanup passes finish fie job.

Counterbore he sfehhers so fie boft
heads and fie T-Nub will nest below fie
surface, fien drill for fie bolt shank.

Hex head bolt,
s7,6,,x6,,

Wing knob
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shallow reliei just enough to let the
metal flange of the ?nut retreat
below the wood surface. The gus-
sets don't need the counterbore
treatnent, butyou will need to drill
a 3/srrhole down through the center
of each one (see the Gusset Details
on page 47). I used the stretchers
as a drilling guide by fitting the
pieces together and continuing the
hole with a portable electric drill.
With a standard-length drill bit,
you'll have to drill as deep as you
can, separate the pieces, and finish
the hole through the gusset alone.
While everything's apart, you can
also add details like the beveled
corners and jig-sawn contours on
the stretchers (Figure 6).

After you tap the T-nuts home
in the stretcher notch, you can
thread the bolts through, cinch
them tight, and they'Il stay cap-
tive whenever you disassemble
the sawhorse. In case you didn't
notice already, this step will
remind you that the 5/16rr x 6rl
through-bolts have to be thread-
ed along nearly their entire
shank. A well-stocked hardware
store or fastener supply house
will usually carry these in either
a hex-head or slotted-head ver-
sion, but if they're scarce where
you live, the Project Supplies kit
on page 47 has them packaged

The cloud-lift contour on fte rails can be
cut wih a jig saw, or, since ftey're non-
functional, left out of fie design altogefier.

with all the other necessary hard-
ware for the sawhorses.

Cutting 2x4 stock for the legs
and top plate is straighfforward.
Just remember to cut the top and
bottom ends of the legs at a 15'
angle to allow for the splay when
they're assembled. The splayed
stance, along with the interlocking
notches, is what makes these
sawhorses stable and sure-footed.

Assembling rhe A-frqmes
Corrosion-resistant deck screws
and exterior glue (either an out-
door yellow glue or a polyurethane
adhesive) keep the legs secured to
the gussets. Chances are, if I'm
working outside and get caught in
a sudden downpour, I know I'll be
rescuing power tools first, so I
don't want to worry about the
sawhorses getting a little wet.

My first assembly attempt was a
little awkward, especially trying to
place the gussets accurately on the
inside faces of the legs. To com-
pensate for the offset in material
widths, I ripped a couple of. 7/er-

thick spacers to prop the gussets
off the surface of my assembly
bench (Figure 7). This centered
and aligned the gussets while I
drove the screws home. ff glue
and a good grip won't keep the
gussets from shifting, clamp some
stop blocks just below the gussets.

Once the glue dries on those
assemblies, the sawhorses can go
together. Fit the stretchers into
the A-frames, then crank the wing
knobs to lock everything together.

A pair of 7a'Ltrick spacers will help align
and center fie gusseb while you're assem-
bling fie A-frames. Use exterior glue here.

Next, cut the
plywood shelf
to size and
fasten it to the
stretcher with five
15lar'-long decking
screws.

Mounting the
top plate calls
for a little varia-
tion on that
theme (see the
Tbp Plate Mounting
Detail). The plate's
likely to get cut up a bit, and I
didn't want to ruin a saw blade
on exposed screw heads. I gave
myself some leeway by counter-
boring a r/ztt-diarneter hole about
halfiray through the plate, followed
by a clearance hole for the screw
shank. Then I ran some pan-head
sheet metal screws through the
top plate into the rail. The plate can
be replaced if it gets chewed up
over time, but the chances of a saw
blade collidinC with a screw head
are a lot lower.

As for the contour on the under-
side of the stretchers, I thought it
might save some weight and give
me a litfle extra room above the
shelf. One of my woodworking
buddies ribbed me about it, saying
he'd never seen an authentic futs
and Crafts-style saw horse, com-
plete with cloud-lift motif. But after
he borrowed them one weekend
for a building project, he dropped
the sarcasm long enough to tell
me what I already knew - this is
one trick pony.t[

Top Plate Mounting Detail

#12x1Y2"
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NewTools
Small Biscuits for Detailed Joinery

Ihe Ryobi Detail Biscuit Joiner cub slob for
small "Accu-Biscuits" ftat add stength to glue
joinh t00 small for standard biscuih,

Biscuit joining is one of the quickest
ways to make strong, durable wood
joints. The biscuits help align the
pieces, and add extra glue surface to
the joint for a stronger bond.

Unfortunately, standard biscuits
are just too big for many projects,
such as small picture frames.

To solve this problem, Ryobi has
introduced its new Detail Biscuit
Joiner. It cuts slots for special'Accu-
Biscuits" that come in s/s", 3rrr, and l'
lengths. These biscuits can be used
where standard biscuits won't fit.

Features on the DBJ50 include a
reversible 90" /45" fence with
calibrated depth settings, a 3.5 amp
motor, and steel blade. It comes with
an assortment of Accu-Biscuits.

Retail price is about $70. Contact
Ryobi America Corp. at (800)525-2579.

Precision Plane
The new LieNielsen InwAngle
Adjustable Mouth Block Plane
beds the iron at I2r/2" to produce a
slicing cut, reducing the chance of
tear-out in some situations. The
plane also has a mouth opening
that adjusts for fine or coarse work.
The plane body is ductile iron that
won't crack if dropped like gray
iron. Other parts are all cast from

standards. Unlike cheaper planes,
this one comes with a flat sole and
a well-honed iron. At $145 it's not
cheap, but it works great, looks
good, and it's built to last. Call
Lie-Nielsen at (888) 327 -2520.

builds planes to exacting

Double-Duty Craftsman Drill Press
One tool I've always wanted for my
shop is an oscillating spindle sander.
These sanders have a drum that
rotates and moves up and down. This
gives a more aggressive sanding
action, and prevents the scarring that
can occur using just a rotating drum.
But instead of buying one, I made do
for years by chucking a sanding
drum in my old drill press.

I checked out some bench top spin-
dle sanders, but decided they were
priced too high for my budget, espe
cially since I wanted other tools - like
a new drill press. The ideal solution
for me was to find two tools in one.

Then I saw the new Craftsman
Multi-Function Drill Press from
Sears. This drill press also works as
an oscillating sander.

In the drill press mode, the
Craftsman works like most others. Its
capacity is 8Vzr'from the column to
the center of the chuck. Maximum
drilling stroke is 13/+n. Adepth-stop
rod with an indicator allows vou to

set hole depths for drilling multiple
holes.You can adjust the spindle
speed from 620 to 3100 rpm.

What makes the oscillating action
possible is an O-ring belt you attach
between the spindle and a third pul-
ley. This activates an zrm that starts
the spindle oscillating. In this mode,
the spindle moves up and down Vzrr.
Moving the drive belt changes the
spindle rotation speed, varying the
number of oscillating sffokes from 12
to 62 per minute.

Changing modes is easy, and takes
less than a minute. The table accepts
inserts with varying hole sizes to sup
port your workpiece when using
drums of different diameters. You
can store the inserts and other acces-
sories in the tool's base.

The Multi-Function Drill Press sells
for $159.99. It comes with a dust col-
lection hookup and a mandrel that
accepts optional sanding drums. You'll
find it in Sears stores and Catalog. For
information, call (800) 37 7 -7 414.
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Dremel Sander Handles Contours
Just about every project that needs
sanding has odd-shaped or tight
areas that I can't get to with my
regular sander. And hand-sand-
ing is difficult and time-consum-
ing. Most detail sanders sand
with a vibrating motion, so they are
pretty much limited to use on
flat surfaces.

The new Dremel
Contour Sander operates
with a reciprocal (back-and-
forth) motion, making it possible
to sand a variety of shapes.

The Dremel comes with ten sand-
ing tips in convex, concave, and
angled shapes, plus a flat, diamond-
shaped pad for flat surfaces and
inside corners. Sandpaper tubes that
fit over each contoured form are
available separately, or you can cut
adhesivebacked sandpaper to fit.

Dremel designed its sander for ease
of use. It weighs just 13/a pounds, has
well-placed switches, a lGft. cord,

t
JI

and a lever that releases the sanding
tips to make changes easy. Sanding
speed is variable from 4,000 to 8,500
strokes per minute.

You'll find the Contour Sander at
stores nationwide for about S79. That
price includes the sander, ten con-
tour tips, the flat detail pad, and
sandpaper samples, all in a protective
plastic case. For more information
Contact Dremel at (800) 437-3635.

Franklin ACE Hardrpare
Toll Free 800-662-0004

0 rd er Sec u re 0n I i n e h ttp//www. fra n hlinac e. com/
FM757-562-2577 \'lisa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, Free Freight in Continental USA,

Error Subject to Correction, lr4ail Order Hours: M-F 8-6 EST, SAT 8-5 EST
1 1 5 East Second Ave. Franklin, VA 23851

wffi,,ffiuffi
JMS-1oJF 10 'Tab le  Saw

ITAS 10 Tifting Arbor Saw W MCTA FENCE
SYSTEI'I, FREETABLEAND LEG EXTENSION

., . . . . . , . , . , . . . , . , . . . . . . . .$1,399
IET Llobile 9ase........... - -...................,. $ | 89
JMS-lOCWPFX /fllz10" Table Saw with
MCTA 52' Fence,ext. wings and legs.. $799
lPlv l -1 3 Planer F|o1der. . , . . . , . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . , .  $799
DC-650 Dust  Col lector . . , . . . , . , . , . , . , . , . , . , . , . , .  $229
DC 1 200 Dust  Co| |ector . . . , . , . . . . , . , . . . . . , , . , . .  9449
JWBSI 4CS 1 4" Band Saw , . , . , . , . , . . . . . , . , . , . ,  $569
lET l4obile 8ase...................................... $89
JDPl 7MF I  7 '  Dr i l l  Press , . , . . . , . . . , . . . , . , . . . . .  $429
JJSCSX 6" 1oiner. . . , . . . . . , . . . . . , . . . , . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . .  $489
/ET Mobih 9ase...................... ........... . . $89
JWS 1 8H0 Shaper . , . . , . . . , . , . . . , . , . , . . . , . , . , . . . . . , .  $5 1 0
JET Mobi/e 9ase...................................... $8 9
DHCl 5T4N Air Compressor.......,.....,.... 9349

#m
5EHE0 sFN4o

9852 NEWl2V Cordless Drill Kit 2 Batr
Charoer and Case ql  79

9872 l,lE!l/14.4Y Cordless Drill Kit 2 Batt
Charoer and Case ql  89

333 R/O Sander. . . . . . . . . . . , . . , . . , , , . . . , . . . . . . . . .$72
352VS 3x21 Belt Sander.,......,........$1 64
693 1 -1 lzHP Plunge R0uter,.,.,.,...,$1 69
556 Plate Joiner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . , . . . . . .$1 39
73 10 Laminate Trimmer,.........,...,.,.,.994
347 7 114 Circular Saw Kit ,.,.....,.....91 29
7539 3-1 I 4HP Plunge Router,.,.,.,$274
9444 Profile Sander Kit.....,..,,...,.,..$1 08
97356 6" R/0 Sander Ki t . . . . , . , . . . , . , . . .$149
8N125 18ga Brad nailer Kit....,.........$89
BN200 l8ga Brad nailer Kit...........,$1 39
DA250A 1 59a Finish nai|er...,..,.,.....9229
FR350 NElllFull Round Head Framing
Nai |er , . , . , . , . . . . . , . . . , . , . , . . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . , .$308

HITACHI
C8FB2 8 1/2" Sliding Comp Saw,.,.,.,...... $489
C10FS 10" Sl id ing Comp Saw.. . , . , . , . , . , . , . , . ,  $739
C1 0FC 1 0 '  l { i ter  Saw., . . . , . , . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .  $1 99

?ertorgglt9g.rm S4pdeyq aontinue to make lhoee
onae-alfitcuft aanatng lov6 eaay,
NeW solid, steel In-feed and Out-feed Tables are now available for all
16-32 models at a Special Introductory Price of $79.95. Multiple craft
pieces, as short as 2 114", and veneers as thin as 1/64th" can be sanded
more etliciently with an additional 3 sq. feet ot workspace. The in-feed and
out-feed support is also a real advantage Jor easier handling of longer,
rough-sawn boards.

JutD 6cD ltJREEl ro' '
limited time the In-feed and Out-leed
Tables are yours with the purchase of a
16-32 Pr-us Drum Sander. So if vou're
still wrestling with a belt sander,-see
your Performax Dealer today for a
demonstration of how easy sanding
can be with a Performax Drum Sander.
Call 1-800-334-4910 for a FREE
brochure and the dealer nearest
you.

12257 NicolletAve So. . Burnsville,MN s5337 . (612) 895-9922
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Cool Cordless Metal Cutter

With the rising cost of framing lum-
ber, metal studs are showing up in
more new homes, and they are sold
in some home centers. They work
well, but you'll need more than a
hacksaw to cut them accurately.

Power (hot-metal) cutters that are
typically used by contractors wear
away the metal, leaving a rough cut.
To avoid this problem, Panasonic has
infoduced the Professional Cordless
Metal Cutter (model EY3502).

I tried the tool on metal studs and
threaded rod. Although the cut edge
on the threaded rod was sharp
enough to slice into a finger, I turned
on a nut without filing or rethreading
the rod. The tool also cuts rebar and
metal conduit up to 13/err in diameter.

The street price for the cordless
metal cutter, two batteries, a 15-
minute recharger and a case is about
$300. For more information, call
Panasonic at (800) 33&0552.

ATTIIRTIABIE H IGII+RTGFIOII
MilI|ltE EEImR!

Revolutionary IROITWOOD IIIII. RIGIIT
3-Axis Rbuter Milling Center!

Mount virtually any router - even the most powerful
standard or plunge lvpe - in the new. heavy-duty
MIIoRIGHT Router Milling Center. Shape, rout,
and ioin wood with total precision, total
freedom, total creativity.
. Fast, repeatable set-up

without jigs, fixtures,
templates, guides.

. High-quality Cast lron for stability,
noise and vibration control.

. Precision Guides & Positioner give
micro-adiustment to 0.001 in.

. You get control & accuracy withprecision
ACME leadscreus and Guide Rods,

. Simply attach your router in birdown
or bitup position.

i rnnn CATAIOG|Pl,US...ask about our lfemonstration videol

i GAll 1011 rRII l-888-478-2453
i Or wrlte: IRONMOD MIII.RIGIIT Wood }tilling Center Ext. 141
! 1737 Union SI.-BOX 620, Dept. 10!, Schenecady, NY 12309

America's Best

Made in U.S.A.

Gqll Todqy! 800-23 6-7300

rvl' w'!rr!!.*r' Ol9q7. Posifive Position, Inc. I
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Home Products
A Three-Dimensional Home Designers Kit

Two new products from Design
Works may help you to see clearly
what's in your mind's eye.

With this 3-D Home Kit from Design
Works, you can design scaled floor

plans and construct a l/4rr-scale

h. threedimensionalmodel
D without hiring an architect or
E picking up a hammer.
lilF The kit includes realistic
F' iflustrations of siding, win-

dows and doors, roofing,
interior walls, and stairs.
You can use the illustra-

ir tions to build vour
model home. Plus,

Design Works
includes a scale ruler and

floor plan grid. To make room
layout easier, there are illustrations
of furniture, appliances, cabinets, and

kitchen and bath fixtures you can
place on the floor plan.

Also included with the kit is a
booklet on basic design considera-
tions, with all mathematical informa-
tion and formulas you'Il need to use.

For planning on a two dimensional
scale, Design Works also offers sepa-
rate Quick Planners for the kitchen,
home office, bathroom, and home. All
of the Planners come with reusable
symbols that you can move around as
many times as needed until you get
the exact layout and design you want.
With the Planners you also get a 1/ tu
layout grid and design booklet.

The 3-D Home Kit sells for $29.95,
and the Quick Planners are $18.95
each. You can get them in home cen-
ters and bookstores, or directly from
Design Works. Call (413) 549-4763.

If you've ever planned a remodeling
project, addition, or the building of a
new home, you know it can be diffi-
cult to visualize the result before con-
struction begins.

#

New Maytag Front-Loading Washer Conserves Water
Several months ago in Workbench, I
told you about research done by
Maytag Appliances on the use of
high-effi ciency washing machines.
That research concluded that the use
of high-efficiency washing machines
could save from 3,500 to 6,000 gallons
of water annually per household.

Now you can take advantage of
Maytag's research. Their new high-
efficiency washing machine, called
the Neptune, will be available by late
summer or early fall. In addition to
high-efficiency, this new machine
offers the largest capacity of any resi-
dential washer on the market, as well
as a number of other features
designed to make washing easier.

The first thing you may notice
about the Neptune is its front-loading
design. lnok inside, and you may
think something is missing. There's
no agitator inside the tub. Instead,
the Neptune tumbles clothes in the
same way as a dryer. This treats
clothes more gently, since they aren't
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The Neptune washer ftom Maytag uses less water
ftan a conventional washer, and feafures a front-
loading design. A matching dryer is also available.

being pulled and pushed by the agita-
tor. Clothes get picked up and
plunged into the water, while baffles
pick up additional water and pour it
over the clothes. Maytag claims fum-
bling not only requires less water, but
also gets clothes cleaner.

How much less water does the
Neptune use? According to Maytag,
washing one load a day in the
Neptune, instead of in a conventional
washer, will save as much water in
one year as you'll drink in a lifetime.

Water isn't the only resource the
Neptune is designed to conserve.
Because less water is required, you'll
use less gas or electricity to heat it.
You should also reduce the amount
of energy required to heat your
dryer, because the Nepfune's spin
cycle removes up to 30% more water
than a conventional washer does.

The Neptune washer and its match-
ing dryer feahrre ergonomically
designed controls. Both also offer
doors you can reverse to open from
either direction, an industry first.

The Neptune washing machine
sells for $999. The matching dryer is
$499. For more information, call
Maytag toll-free at (888)4MAYTAG,
or check out the Nephrne web site at
http ://neptune.maytag.com.



Paper Stuipper

New DIF Gel
Wallpaper Sfipper
ftom Zinsser is
formulated to make
removing wallpaper
easy and to eliminate the mess
caused by steam or liquid strippers.

Here's the theory Gel clings to
vertical surfuces and stays wet
longer, so enzymes in the stipper
have time to peneffate and break
down the adhesive. Wallpaper will be
ready to remove in 20 to 30 minutes.

DIF GEL is nontofc, and avail-
able at home centers and painf wall-
paper, and hardware stores for about
$13 a gallon. Call (908) 4694367 for a
free consumer information booHet.

flower flats. You can
fold the handle

down to use as
\, a seatwhile

Maga?irne Keeper
kfs face it. People read in the
bathroom. But there's seldom a
place to keep reading materials.

The In-Wall Magazine Case from
Arbor Hill fits between wall studs to
provide out-of-theway book and
magazine storage. Oak or white
lacquered models with matching
wood rails sell for S69.95. With
brass rails the price is $79.95.
Contact Arbor Hill at (800) 8342504.
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Ames Garden Cart Carries Big Loads
Hauling your supplies to the garden
usually means making several fips.
With the new Planter's Wagon from
Ames, you can haul up to 200 pounds
of gardening essentials in one trip.

The molded plastic wagon has a cen-
ter hay to hold pots, soil, mulch, and

you work. Compartnents in the rear
and side provide storage for hand
tools and other necessities, while side
clips hold long-handled tools.

For fraveling over rough terrain,
there are large rear wheels on steel
axles, and the swiveling front wheels
allow easy turning. Sockets around
the rim accept side stakes to secure
bags of soil or mulch.

The Planter's Wagon comes fully
assembled and is available in home
and garden centers for around $90.

For more information. contact
Ames at (800)62+2654.



I"ock Bo
My partner and I instantly recognized the
muffled boom as a blown electrical trans-
former. "Squirrel, probably," he said. I nod-
ded grimly. Both of us knew that we wouldn't
finish the trim carpentry today without elec-
ficity. And by the time the general contrac-
tor got through with us, we would envy
the squirrel's fate.

In minutes, we had used up all
the air in our com-
pressor and our
pneumatic
nail guns
sputtered
to a stop.

At that
moment, a volce
from behind us asked.
"Mind if I take a peek?" It was almost I
like the elderly neighbor was requesting
permission to board a ship. He looked
around quietly for a minute, then asked,
"\Mhy don'cha drill the doors while you're
waitin'?" After my partner silently pointed to
the limp power cord on our 1/2'r drill, the
neighbor smiled and said he'd be right back.

When he rehrrned and opened the gray
sheet metal box, we saw the label pasted
inside the lid identifuing this tool as an Elgin
model 5617 lnck Boring Set. "Got it at Sears
Roebuck in the 1940's, back when my broth-
er and me was trimmin'houses", he said.

Then he showed us how itworks. He drew
one pencil mark on the face of the door at the
lock height. After matching that mark with
the centerline machined into the jig, he
twirled the wing knob to lightly hold the self-
centering tool body to the door. Cinching the
star-shaped knob transformed this friendly
handshake into an iron-fisted grip, driving a
sharpened circle into the rear face of the door.
The ring sliced the wood to prevent tearoul

His experienced hands fitted the tlneaded
shaft of the drill bit between the split feeder
bushings and snugged a wing nul The long
handle gave him enough leverage to bore a
2Vett-diameter hole through the pine door in
under 30 seconds without breaking a sweal

The elecficitywas back on when we
refurned the tool to its owner and related our
amazement that we were ahead of schedule.
The veteran carpenter winked and said, "Not
every powerful tool has an electrical cord."
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